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Selected As A Best All Roundeltentucky Community Newspaper

The Only
Afternoon Daily
In Murray And
Calloway County

"
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by United Press laierweleaal
New violence erupted in several
cities Friday night and Nish. today as the ration moved toward
ttreeergett thenweratewentect-egre
el disorder in its modern histor
Trouble inroad at least Mx cities, incheling Brcoklyn's BedfordStuyvenent Negro ghetto where
full-scale rioting flared In 1984the nannies first -long, hot summer"
New &fader also enwted during the eight In Wilnengton, Del
- -Poushkeggintee_le_Y... Passac. NJ.:
Borah Bend. Ind, and Oambridge,
ell 'lid. " --A dozen other cities remained
Riot-ravaged Detroit. altense
though officially declared secure,
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they

(see.
erbeniatic Magazines. Inc has oome
Up with a survey which indicates
what influmacee the young pens=
concerning food. clothing. automobiles, grooming cosmetics. also tne
major influencing levees.

ould
I in-

'estIt slowed that persona in the pars
ents' age range have the greeted;
Influence on the young person ree
entering 33.5 percent A typical hgh
school litellent exerts influence Oa
other young people to the tune of
percent.
16

616

)one

•

TIN teacher exerts influence. registering 166 percent while movie or
recording stars reenter 131 percent.
A well known high school student
influences young people too. TTIfflftering Ill percent This should be
known to the popular student who
should be aware of the fact that he
sets an example, whether he knows
It or not.
-Others having influence on young
people in the above listed (*.tamha from 9 7 percent to 5 1 percent.
Include TV or radio entertainer,
sports celebrity, manufacturer, retailer, home economist.
- - Parents sr Tenons of pa=te' age
have the greatest influence in the
choice of foods with 524 percent.
automobiles with 364 percent. but
that is where their Influence ceases
to be in the majority.
In flaking. the well known high
school student exerts the mos* Influence, redetering 283 percent In
other weeds they sort of set net
eve. Mom and Pop drop Ins 142
percent The movie or recorclir.it
star the tTIRg1t7irle or newspaper
columnist and the TV or radio entertainer rink next in influence as
far as clothing worn by young people is concerned.
New tenses cosmetics Who exerts
the min& infleence't Mom and Pop,
No, thev just retire- 123 percent
The movie or recording star errs
In this category with 435 percent
The TV or radio entertainer is next
with 21 2 percent and the well
known high school student follows
with 195 percent.
- -- ge yes can nee from this survey
that there are valour Influencing
Onetinsee On Page Sla
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KENTUCKY' Partly cloudy to
cloudy, continued warm and humid
through Sunday with mattered
showers and thundershowers mainly Miring the afternoon and evening Highs Saturday 62 to 92 Lows
Saturday night 64 to 74.
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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, July 29, 1967

In Our Seth Year

Murray Pony
League Winner

Violence Erupts
In Cities Filday

)CAN

nc.

[

el

Kentucky Lake: 7 am. 3574, down
01; below darn 303e. up 01.
Water temperature: 84.
Barkley Lake 3574, up 0.2, below
dam 3101. up 01.
Sunrise 5:50; rennet -07
Moon rises 12:18 em.

David McKee,
Vie Dunn,In
All-Star Game

Mrs. Mavis Broach
Funeral To Be
Held On Sunday

of

Much Known Personal Affairs
Residents Of Calloway County

Church School
Planned Here

Vol. LXXXVIll No. 178

LIS Warplaile's Ruptilitt
Tank Spreads Flames on
U.S. Carrier Forrestal

The Murray Pony League AllStars won the first game in a best
of three series with the Madisonville All-Star team by the score of
1-0, in the tenth inning.
Danny Osborn scored in the tenth
on Mitch Wards fly to win the game.
Randy Othver, the winning pitcher. struck out 17 of Maclisonvillee
batters, while 15 of Murray's player.;
fared out.
Play will resume tonight at 6:00
p.m.. with the same two teams playing. A seconli game will be played
If Madisonville wins the first game.
McCracken, Marshal, Calloway.
R H Graves counties, Kentucky, have
Madisonville COO 000 000 0
0 1 received a supplemental Federal
Ifurra y
000 000 003 1
1 1 grant of wile for an extension 10
its Conduct and Administration
Phnom. The anbowiceenent was
made todey
-51-Linnio V tlanc.
Director, Middle Atlantic Region,
OZO:
The 1.prIbblibt agency is the
Purchase Area Elbow:ram Opportunity Counce,
This supplement sill slow the
community tattoo agency to continue its on-going propene of
LEXINGTON Ky-David McKee community setion
and Vic Dunn of Murray
School are two of 80 of Kentucky's
finest athletes gathered here for
the 18th annual East-Wert High '
School All-Star besketball and foot- '

still heard occagomil enteer fire
More than el cities experienced
racial Widow during the week.
The WM* Was Detroit with 39
Mtn- ellieller-I330- inreed. TWAT
nested and property damage of
least 11250 melon
'Wont Since War
The Detroit reoeng was the most
violent and destructive since the
Murray 1.10011 Club Guests of the Month are shwa above wile
days following the Civil War when
Lien James Livers bat and Joe Pat Ward at the right. The tamely
Mobs of Negroes and whites batalimente of Mr. and Mrs. Don Phillips and son Marty of Baton
tled in the Deep Sc Leh
Liege,
al Brooklyn early today, more
enraged Moves milledin the street& jeering police after
sewn youtbs were arrested for
arnstateng eieldialle and lboting•
More than a down buenesses were
landelind and several were looted.
Mts. Mauls Broach. 59, of Route
The arose taunted Negro policeMornay; died at 8.10 Prelay
men, teeing them to -take off
moneys at the Murray-Oilloway
lour beret nonlresalt show us year
County Hospital. She had been
ratite face" •
In II health for shout a year.
Mulvey Lions Club thanes of the
Poice and priests In Selkrington,
Funeral services vu be held at
had to restrain a mob of Yentas Womb Thursday were Mr and ttw Math Pleammt
Onein
hop Inaillor a Ness neiglieer- Mrs. Don Phillips and MG Marty met meek where dr tri
,„
hoed NO* idabi Wier sharillia of 846 Bee River 011•1131 Drive Ba- member, on&inds St 2.30 pin.
ton
Fboupe,
Louledana.
The
Philholiaonlerii_stillt await nalle
Rey. W. T. Jecemon win officiate ball gram
"
"
lug 5 la Meirlar'
"
11
stepped yesterdat by
vote immilad oill a
IS Imes lips cer
with burial in the churdh cane- Coliseum and on Moll Field.
Mee
af
Ponce Brent Manning seGames director Is= J. (Zck)
won egighigi violence
wok
wry. Pitmen may call at the MsBranham amid this year's all-Mar
droplet elliewbere inliest ead oompanted by lions Joe Pat Want lock-Coleman
Fatima Home Ltgames should rank among the beet
40 woo= were weaned after els .Pamee F Levers and MI Pinkaton. ter 8 pm.
today.
In a series which haa the Last lead.
The fairale tad visited Mr Phildolga were ammhed and Arvind
is
lips' mother in Oak Pait. Minos
Mrs Bialach
atlevtvaci by her log 10-5 in basketball and everyThew same looted.
who hex emeareted her spth birth- husband.
Igsrrell; her parents. Mr. thing all even, 7-7-1, in football.
Deirell "Severe
McKee Dunn and the other allday awl Mrs. Phinipe ester and and Mrs. Odle Jones of Route 4.
Among major fievelogrnente:
daughters. Mrs. Ted stars re-ported here _Sunday and beDeane - Gov George Rornney handy in Berth Manchester. In- Mercer: Wro
eandai Clinningtant and Mrs. gan week-long practice sesame
declared city easeure" More than Mane They were on then way
James L (Marilyn, Erwin, both Monday They'll be feted by the
1,000 Paratroopers and National home sten "arrester' by Chief
at Route 1. Murray: and too Lexington Quarterback-Tipoff Club
duarelwrien pulled out of riot sone Mannew
at a picnic Thursday afternoon on
Mr Phillips le Aaseetant Director grandlehildren. Teresa and Greg
but resained on standby. tenor
Cell/sealant of Murray.
the grounds al Mrnahsn House.
Union
the
at
Student
Louistana
re
centtnued.
Sniper Ire
mite unsreenv.
The East. In an effort, to continue
passessin he hes
Mr
and
Mrs.
Broach
were
marIramthrtion. Del - Police and
Its basketball supremacy, will rely
July
Mei
11,
r
ein.
instAlga
111211
Mrs
Brach
Op
for
held
prima gestrelinee state mob from
od the talents of such members 61
v.a Wien *
The
had beep a tI
Heesaisainainkoed seLgte the Kentucky% MI-ntar- Team as
from
"M* to "'ater Negros fired shots at whites, for the night at the Murray Plass Ckt've
Jimmy Rose of Hazard, decree
lbedo& and dblil•r and break/aat
PaMmarera w,l2 be Juno War- Schloemer of Covington Catholic,
lnjarirer three
Porarhkeepate N.L. - Police and at the Thatch Lrin Their car was re^ &mine T C"eele Mann osc- Mike Talent of Maytown and Bobby
Jeffery, Weiodeow
Jones- of Frankfort
ahmifes deputies eschewed shots serviced and tank fined at the rua. axon
Murray limo Station Ma Popcorn rhan• lane Conrartellen• otiso
They'll be backed by Kermit
with YObbIll tol.1016 Several wtn- presented
the hindby"
„
d
„Ler Clark and Janes Wieshart.
Padden of Monticello, tarry Noble
dows were Woken and stores lootof
Callompay
Counte
popcorn.
Breathitt County, Joe Fr-its of
ed by snail gangs of Negroes.
The Cordeba Erwin Circle of Covington Catholic,
Biaine Henry
Paean NJ - At teat three
The Phillips family Is the we- VirSCE3 at the South Pleasant of Harrison
County, Gary Hall of
fireballs heeled and windows oral family this year designated as drove Methodist Chuircb will
serve Betsy Layne. Jim Burro of Clay
areastied in several businesses In Lona Club Owlets of the Month, as an honorary map.
County, Mike Henderson of OUve
moored night of disorder Banda of
11111 and
Bernard Bradmilaw of
Write - hatted Negro youtha harWoodford Cour.ty.
med motesellas.
The West features such bans as
South Bend, Ind. - Firebombs
Jim McDaniels of Allen County,
homes
in
untie
Lnat
two
harried
Ralph Mayes of Central City. Jerome Perry of Manual. Ben Wetken
taltrIbtal neighborhood but both
of Louisville Central and Clarence
Ares wee minor About 500 NatGlover of Caverns They were teamional Ouarcbmen on standby alert
mates of Rcee. Schloemer, Tallent
Albarn. NY - New York's capNEW YORK, July 29 - Much in the private Mrs of other or- and Jones on the Kentucky team
ital city. after • Mere of lenience
more la known auout the personal panbations is a mats of data which split two games in June with
Mural/ay. wee quiet Mae/ night
affairs of each and every resident covering the aced and momenta the Indiana All-Stars
Armed police patrolled the streets
of Calloway County San they lives of each local penman.
Other West squad members are
Theaters cancened *hawk stores
would Imagine
Keith Hill of Mayfield Steve Wood
Where -he was born, how much
closed, arid must readmits stayed
of WMUunatown. Justin Sharp of
In the official records; of Pedhome
education he has tad, his marital
garlington. Jerry
Walsh of St
end, state and local bureaus and
- National
Cambridge. Mel
setup. his earning oerinAtg. where
Xavier. James Mirka of Farlington,
OUR YTS WTIrn surrounded a hone.
he dyed previously. Whether he Dave Hatcher
of North Warren and
arrested four Negro auspecte and
owns his home or rents, whether Steve Hale of Port Krox
Wallp011 sitter a eweconfine
or not his wife worts. If he owns
The East football Aimed features
ripped a state police car
true
a washing machine. Ms police w- such players aa Alvah Bible of CcrIn
oity where dienrcier flared
ooed. If he has one, how much bin and Hank Pogue of Highlands.
There were no
we
earlier
he pays in tales -- these and The West will counter with Dave
(Casennted On Page Sla
new ineertea A tome of 7110 Natmany other facts about him are
ional Gisanmen remained on duall in the records
ty
What brings this matter to the
Vacation Church School at the
?lest Christian Church will begin fore at this Urne Is a plan, now
July 31 at 9-00 with an awernhly under consideration. in Weeteme
In the sanctuary. and continue en- tem. fro an eleetronic dela center
that antrutd bring norther- and Put
til 11 30 each day.
-The Bible" is the study theme into crimputers the wealth of InHardeman Hendon, Branch OferkeMrs. James C Wialams of this vear's school and the wor- formation that in now spread a- fice Manager, Retail Credit Chmleft Priday for a two week vaca- ship theme- is "Share our Sub- mong many governmental
agenc- pany. Inc. 952 St Louts Street,
tion et Bamsabs. Florida
stance" Creative activities, study ies in Weehineton and elaratere Springfield. Missouri, )'aa been proWhine they are away Mit column, worship, and recreation will center
One such merge. is the Seca' moted to Manager of the Denver,
-Seen Et Heard Around Murray". arnund this theme
Security Atkrenietration Its files ' Colorado, Branch Office, effective
Mrs Don Shelton and Mee
Will not be published Welians.
contain information on the earn- August 14.
Publisher of the Lecher Pz Times, 'Thomas Honkins are co-directore of ing and
Hendon Is a native of Murray
eengeorrnent records of
and attended New Concord High
ye.,1 be tient in two weeks with thie veers school
sane
10.800
who
are
people
.looal
Mrs Bailey Gore is the teachesSchool He started with the comlots of new ideal and keens for
now holding &Own jogs, or are
pany in Paducah, later working In
Ms popularly reed column that Is In the Kinciertrarten Departmeet. aelf-employed
or
are
retired.
helpers are Mrs Robert HonEvansville. Ind . St Louis, Mo.,
noblished daily in the Ledger & Her
Another
soma is the PIM. tt ch Rock. and Port Smith. Ark., prior
tins. Mrs 0 B neon.. Mrs Clem
Tmen.
Moore. ar.d Mrs Prank Wainecott has the fingerprints of app' d- to moving to Springfield in 1030.
Primary teachers include Mrs. enten 9.000 reeidente of CalloReplacing Hendon is Springfield
TWO CITATIONS
William VanMeter, Mrs John Bias- way ()aunty on an.
will be George Belleau, Jr. currentTwo citittiorui have been given ko. and Mrs
Charles Warner
Inc'uded ate the fingerprints of ly manager in Reading. Pa. a native
by the Murray Police Department
Mrs Wham.. Rheeke and Mrs. rovernm ent employees. cif men of Plippin, Ark
for recklena driving and driving she Prank Roberts
will be teaching in and women who have served in the
During his tenure In Springfield.
wrong way air a- one-way died.
the Junior Department
he
armed forma, of people who have Hendon has been active in
The Junior and Benin. High claw been charged with felonies and Toastmasters Club, having served
will be taught by Rev William Por- re msay others.
as president of Club No. 527, rd
ter
also served as Area Governor CurMuni information concerrUng
Dennis Taylor will be In charge
cal individuals ham aso emerged'tenth, he is active In the Springof the Recreation period
from
the surveys made by he field South Kiwanis Club, serving
The Gibson Frozen rood Lockrr,
The school
will conchede
as Vice president.
on Cerren Barman
The 204 petiole
loested on North Third Street was August 9. with an open house and
He and his family are active
divin
the
area
been
who have
broken into sometime Thursday assembly
members of the South National
night or Friday morning
All children In this area are wel- orced and the 60 who /111. foreign- Church of Christ where he and hls
Entry was gained by cutting a come, and Parents interested in born are thin pin-pointed
wife teach in the educational tieThe; cheat anted be fed into pertinent He lives with wife. Avis,
screen off the window An undeter- pre-registering their children
may
mined amount of hams were taken do so by contacting the church of- the computers, together with Abe and two sons at 610 East Wayland,
from the storage room.
fice.
Springfield.
(('ontinued On rage Slx)

Lions Stop
Second Guests
Of The Month

1O Per Copy

Largest
Circulation
Both In City,
And In County

Purchase Area EOC
Receives Grant

Acres Of Flames Trap Pilots
In Cockpits;Bombs Evlode

By MIKE FEINSILBER
SAIGON TP1, - A. US. warnee ruptured belly dank sewed
tone crebtaxig jM fialcrier
carrier For:eters decks today.
Acres of flame trapped pilots in
their cockpits and exploded bombe
and rockets' premed for momentary use against North Vietnam.
Military officials wid an undetermined number of the 4,400 ofnews end men abased the 74100ten carrier were killed and at least
39 multa-rniLion dollar warplanes
destroyed an the four-hour inferno.
Some crewmen reportedly leaped overboard to escape fury death
while others Washed through sizzlMrs. Opal asikely,. $6, died at ing flames to wee 2.500 pound
MN.
13:00 hot night at the home of a
daughter, Mrs. Ra/ph Wilcox. 801
Meadow lane, Ilirrey. She had
been al kr aome time.
Funeral services will be held at
2:30 pin. Ekinday at the Hazel
and Calloway County
Baptist Church with Bro. B. R. children were winners in the 4-H
Winchester and Bro Tam Shelton Talent Show held Thursday afteroteseeteng. Burial wel be in the noon at the Purchase District
Hazel cemetery.
Fairgrounds at Mayfield.
Mra Blakely was preceded in
Winners of the Junior Club act
death by her husband 19 years
were -The Chimney Sweeps- from
ago
Carter School In Murray. The
She is survtved by anotber
group is composed of Camelia
demease Mrs Paul Dailey of
Mama Doexthy Same. Maui
Mame and a son. Ralph, of PurPenner, Lena Raberwori, Linda
year, Term,
George, Cheryl Brown. and Libby
The Walter leunend Home of Simms
Hazel ss In charge of arrangeVickie Pee Lamb, daughter of
ments Ware friends may call any- Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Iamb of
time
the Hasd Road, was the winner
in the Junior Specialty Act She
us a student at Han Elementary
hool

Mrs. Opal Blakely
Passes Away At
The Wilcox Home

Murray And Hazel
4H Groups Winners
--Murray

One Injured In
Hazel Wreck

Thomas H Aueenbaugh of Keel
is reported in siestactory condition at the Murray-Oalkeway County nompltal after &uttering Mentes in a one car accident hat
night at Hazel
Hairnets] authorities said he &uttered a fractured wrist and general lacerations and abraaions He
was brought to the holiPtal by
the Miller Penerel Home ambuReports are that Aueentaugh.
driving • 1961 Ford, was going
north on US Highway 641 and
hit a tree in trent of the Flair
Cotham home
The accident was investigated by
Hamel Ponceinan Billy Smith.

Murray State Plays
Austin Petty In OVC
Basketball Tourney
NABHVTLLIS ,t77 -- Oleo VaEey
Corsference
Ctininistioner
Art
dues* announced Friday peering
for the annual OVC Conference
Holiday
Banketbail nburnament
here Dec 1-2
Tennessee Teti meets Morebead
Ky in the opentrb game In the
teeter three contests. Eastern Kentucky Peon neat Tennessee Mate
Uneverally, Austen Play feces Mine
ray. Ky and Middle Tecnewee
State University taken on defending
OVC champ Western Ken,
Lucky
Semi-finds will be held in the
afternoon of Dec. 2. with the finals
to Meow that night.

bontio from millodkkg.
-In the hour hat Mowed the
Use Bre I saw more he.,
than I could count,'
sad Rea Adm. Harvey P. Lan. --ham, Oommender af carrier division two aboard the Forrestal.
Marl Bombs Overboard
He said sailors and crewmen
hurtled bombs, flaming fuel tanks
and debris from jets into the Gulf
of _Montan 1.50 rants off the North
Vietrainea wean where the 13year-old .canisr head been launching around-the-clock .strikes against vital dommuntst targets.

of

-

••

The fire erupted at 1053 a.m.
10153 pm. Ezyr Friday while the
Forreetal was winging into a 33
mile per hour wind in preparation
for launching a wave of its St
to 90 jets toward North Viewer.
A jet clustered among others awaiting takeoff on the top-level
4.1 acre flight dint burst its belly tank The fuel flowed down a
ream for the steam catapaults
used to launch tne warplanes and
was ignteed by the heat.
Officials said the wind-whipped
flame reared into a holocauet as
seconds. fully engulfing loaded
planes with pilots at the controle
and akehing down to the hangs,
deck bell:sr where scores of Whet
jets were parted wineep to wing.
tip
Sailors Brave Flame.
Sailors in agbe,tris mats plunged
through the walls of fire to braes
the blame on the flight deck upder control within minutes The
Are below decks was contained in
about ibur hours MA still licked
tauntingly in some puts of the
1,03e-foot flattop.
Rushing to the Porreetaes aid
to help reerue surievors was the
carrier Oriskany, ravaged by a
fire and explosions In the mane
Gulf of Itinkin last Ootnber The
Orieloany fins killed 43 pilot-offieers and 'injured 16 others.
The Oriakany returned to the
Oulf July 14 The Forrestal had
joined 4 and the Bon licanine
Richeind there only four days ago.
two destroyer
'The
emorts, the leder and the RupPreis, pulled alongside and eprayed
steams of eater into the massive
$218 mann My the Miry called
"capable of stratagis and tactical
intelligence equal in Mat of any
(ship or idsdkaf In the world today"
Helicopters wh:rled to the scene
1ConUnued On Page She

Former Murray Man
Promoted By Retail
Credit Company

Publisher And Wife
Leave On Vacation

Hams Stolen From
The Gibson Locker

i

Staff Mae by Gale Garrison
Pictured shove is the 1961 Ford driven by Thomas H. Ansenhangh Ke%11 that hit the tree in
front of Sally Fetham's house In Hazel last night about nine p.m. Amenbangh Is now a patient at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital with a tract ured wrist and general lacerations and abrasions.
e,
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

W. Panel Dailey, Jr., and Cheryl
Dailey 61) algae IL McDonald end
Carol Jean PdoDetiald of Belleville
Ill; lot in Keenelend Sibttleldes.
&they K. Outbid di IIMM 1100
Outland of Riatal Doh
la
Mow P. Pella did
Piiwiedit___

ANY. Inc..
PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMM PHIMAIIIIIIN3
Consolidation of the Murray Laden% no Calloway Times, and The
Times-Harald, October 20, 16111, and the West Kentuckian, January
1941.
-JAMBS C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We
Me right to reject any .Adverteang, Letters to the Editor,
items whim, in our opinion, are not Mr the bed inftterest at our readers

SATURDAY - JULY 29, 1967

MURRAY, ILIINTUCILE

The Aimanone

Astros Victors
er Pirates As
Occurs .

by Umbra Press Iineenatioaal
ov
HATIONAL RISPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1SM
Tcday Is Saturday. July m. the
Madison Ave., Stemple.; Teno; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.:
Steptuason Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
210th day of 1087 with 156 to follow.
•
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
The moon is in its last quarter. FiOtt
Second Class natter.

tsc
oh....
LessmaK
by 4:alteal Preen International
National League

"TEC

lass ipsysans
bf.

•ci

Keith lineacion and Hazel Brandon to Jerry Vaughn and Shire.),
Vaughn, lot in Cul:anima Bubdivlam
0. B. Arnett and Ruby Arnett to
J. R. bleott; Lb awes on ism* bank
111101111M-CIIIMIL---

W. L. Pct. GB
The IM*91.-ear 4 BLZ4
In Cerbway mei litUednitig Millinent'per year, yew aseitheee,gem.
The evenly' Ohne lee V
and
67 42 .67s 11
enlalign
SUBSCRIPTION RATIOS. By Canter In Murray. per meek 25c, per mouth Mans
111011141S111-1M mai Meow Her.
51 45 531 8%
manta
By elm aTeLLINO
Born on des Om in WWI was
met to Its, tIlmeihres tad Den
7
46
.535
"The Oataboailing Civic Aide of a Community is the
63
C.nesaima
(UPI Sparta tither
BoothBooth
Amerimin
Thseigna; lit aft ISSPlehe 46/.
leteprily of Its MmespgrerSan Plemao - 52 49 .515 8
ton
GLUE PAMPA ON BOTTOM
The Patatturgh Piratets. are the Pitelemst
— 48 48 495 10
Illarea. Inc.. to Rev.
On this day in testacy:
AND SIDES OF COMPARTMENT
SATURDAY - JULY 29, 1967
beat hitting tonn iv baseball but ermaikepenit- ;
41 49 460 10% Own It. Illamit Jr.. and PiateeY
In 1145, Mak. Medi of Seinito
PREVENT DAMAGE Ruby might *ley lett their best Los AWN* — ad St 445 10% S.11111101 ot Paducah Route Two.
loasched out Jean Peed el Proem
Mt In Leeway aborts.
AND SAME
CLEANIN6 RAG TO
punch in the divan.
41 56 .416 18
Houston
In Si nurnatm ut the first triterA !Wit broke out ut-the Pirate New TOM
SO YOUAiVEfT
30 67 .406 len
Prod Anderson and Lillie Mat
national boxing mash
a,
dugout in lite fine inning arid
Wed" laredie
Ainlimon to Albert Crittenden and
DNIDE TOOLS
1814,
a
suoceinfin
in
telephone
eameger
pima
iduressigh
tined
i
rimy,. r6Tzas5 armoN
St Laid 9 Atlanta 1, Men
audio Ciratandoa 25 says on ProBEVER SEVERAL
cennalvatign between two people beak J uan puntrro and mum
KEEP
CANS
Oinennati
I,
Wert
,TUSE3,
champ)S
motion Road.
WASHINGTON - Illinois Oov. Otto Kerner, describing in lisme lain and San FrlineMOO ,jamenis *tog gor getting jammed
TOOLBOXES
IN SEPARATE CONTAiNER
ii.sitson 9 TaliburettI,resat
the task facing him and other members of the committee emeinel the MU trans-conunental In dye (gums
Robert Howard Kelso and RosaSan Fran. 7 Pena. 2, mght
0
100ell
PrstiClePt i9M1-901.1 to sw4y. rtmogps. f_ciir Negro qX-'
he Keno to Ronaid Neap;
_
IMINW
the Moustan Amos did all 1.46 Aug 2 Now Yost 0, nsght
-ing in urban areas:
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-The President, who obviously doesn't want to offend any him with %Whom Poster.
Jaince lots in Henry Addilisa.
A Mabt for the May - Amer- club sue has the beet batting
FEATURE NOLLOWS IMMEDIATELY
Pittsburgh Sak 8-7 at Houston
voting bloc with an election coming up, apparently lacks the
lean past Alm Carey enee aid: overage in me molons but lise been Blasingame 3-3. 3 pm.
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Staab Batting Here
partition, Inc., to James Johnon
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and Charles Phillips of Clarksville,
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Tenn., one lot.
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at
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a
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* SUNDAY thru WEDNESDAY - AUGUST 6, 7, R. 9 *

TOOLBOX

Quotes From The News

ecru

•

•

pinesisawimr-owasq
MURRAY Drivein Theatre.;
CARTOON STARTS AT DUSK

* LAST TIMES TONIGHT --*
— BIG DOUBLE FEATURE

NO. I 'RETURN OF THE SEVEN'

t N111,Y,Ipp
I ANNNER

STARTS SUN., JULY 30, 31-AUG. 1-2

Detroit Tigers
Beat League
Leading Sox

WITH A GUITAR IN HIS HAND ..A CAL ON HIS ARM
AND A TALENT FOR TROUBLI IN HIS FISTS...

lure

FIVAIrir

Twenty Years Ago Today

LAST TIMES TONIGHT

NtimletIMIMAII 7

* SUNDAY thru WEDNESDAY *

EXTRA!

30 Years Ago This Week

EXTRA!

EITIA1

Added Attraction Sunday Nite
THE McCUISTION BOYS and
TRAVELERS BAND

"THE NASHVILLE REBEL" in*Color

BIG
MTN"
--hiazu

I Support j
inelter Smt41;tig

GROW
PULPM ILL
PLANT
TREES

AII,Atf
IFFIMSAILINCIVOIC ren1101104=s
aginaw
P-L-U-S —
Get Chomp
Lessons
From The
Chomp!

"WARNING SHOT"

"GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS"

—S

JACK NICKLAUS—
"ON THE TEE
TOMMY—HARMON
i

EAWDNE CANA 940.4,

"RIOT ON SUNSET STRIP" in Color
with Aldo Ray - Mimsy Warmer
* THURSDAY thru SATURDAY - AUGUST 10. 11, 12 *

"CINDERFELLA"
with Jerry Lewis

"AND NOW MIGUEL"
with Guy Stockwell
- ROTH in COLOR NO INCREASE IN mum — NO PASSES PLEASE
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A Bible Thought For Today

Ten Years Ago Today
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1:0
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2:0
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71
6:1
9:0
101
10:1
lid
10:1
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64:1
6:!
11:!
8::
1:!

10:1

10:!
11:1
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•
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•••

•
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_
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•
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4FAITIRDAY - JULY 29, 1987

Television Schedule
'
Channel 5-WLAC-TV 12.15"' VW"
PM

CBS

all"
THURSDAY EVENING
August 8

1RAL

•

6:30 Girl From Uncle
7:30 Oocaseonal Wife
8:00 Thee. Nite Movie
10:00 News Picture
-MU Tonight Show MORO

1:00 Newebeat
6:15 Reader Weather
-.Cape Girardeau Channel 12 6:20 Today In Sparta
6:30 Lucy-Deal Comedy
Week el August 1-August 5
EVENING
TM WEDNESDA
7.30 My Three Sone
8.00 Thursday night at the Movies
August 2
A. I. MONDAY THROUGH
1025 B* News
6.30 Virginian
FRIDAY, DAYTIME
10.40 Radar Weather
8:00 Bob Hope Show
10:46 Today in Sports
5:45 Farm News
9 :00 I spy
1055 Million Dollar Moyle
6.00 Country Junction
10.00 News Picture
12:30 Sign Off
7:46 Morrill* News
PM
IPTLDAY EVENU10
:0:30 Accent
7:56 Morning Weather
11:00 Tonight Show (0010e)
8.00 Captain Kangaroo
August 4
FM
THLRIDAY rvaximo
9 00 Alike Douglas
(1•16 Radar Weather
10:00 Andy al lilayberry
August 3
6-20 7Pday in Stone
10.30 Dick Van Dyke
6 30 The Wild. Wild Weet
11:00 Love of Life
FIO Daniel Bocce
7E0 Horan's Heroes
11:25 Joseph Bentl
730 Star Trek
8.00 Movie of the Week
.61:30 Search for Tomorrow
8.30 Dragnet
10;15 Big News
T1.45 The Guiding Light
0:00 Dean Martin Show
II'30 Radar Weather
10:00 News Picture
10.36 Ttday kSpores
P. IL MONDAY THROUGH
10:15 Tonight Show (Dolor)
1046 1711in of 50's
FRIDAY, AFTERNOON
12:15 Night Train
12:00 The World At Noon
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
12:06 Old Time Singing Convention 12.45 Sign C11
August 4
12:90 As The World Turns
1:00 Paaeword
6:30 Tartan
1:30 Howse Party
7.30 Man From U. N. C. L. E.
Truth
2:00 To Tell The
8:30 THE Cat
riff bong Edwards News
IMRE,
NetWorli Pro/Tans Als6 On
10-00 News Picture
2'30 Edge of Night
Nashville Channel 4
10.14 Tonlir*,• resew
3.00 Secret Storm
Week of August 1-August 5
3.30 TImmy and Lamle
4:00 Big Show
A. M. MONDAY THROUGH
SAO CBS Evening News With WelFRIDAY, DAYTIME
ter Cronkite
7.00 Today Show
Network Programs Also On
TURSIDAY EVININCI
PM
900 Romper 1SotesAugust 1
Harrisburg Channel 3
0113 NBC News
Jackson Channel 7 and
330 Denomination
6.30 Dobie 01111.
10.00 Chain Letter
Masetta3 Mao
Week of August 1-August 5
10:10 iltiowdown
7 30 Spot Light
A. IL MONDAY THROUGH
11:00 Jeoperd7
11:30 Petticoat Junction
11:30 Seinen' (slimily
REP 41f. DAFFY:MR
9 00 OBS News Special
11:10 NBC Day Report
10.00 The Beg Nam
6:00 Educations/
10.16 Radar w'eacher
P. IlL MONDAY THROUGH
630 Highway Patrol
1010 Today In Spore
FRIDAY, AFTERNOON
700 The Bow elrow
1030 t011ion Dollar Movie
9.00 Romper Roam
12:00 News, Perm Markets
10-00 Supermarket Owego
re• WEDNESDAY EVEN1740
12:15 Pastor Speaks
10.30 Thy Dating Game
111:30 Let's Make • Demi !COW
Await 2
11 :00 Donna Reed Show
12 -56 NBC Nein
1130 Father Knows Beg
6•11:110 •••••••••
1:00 Days a our Lives
12:00 Ben CIDAVY
1:30 The Docton
6.16 Rader Weather
P. M MONDAY THROUGH
4.30 Taker la Owls
2:00 Aziother World
230 You Don't Say (Odor)
6 30 Last In apace
P. M. FRIDAY AFTERNOON
3:00 Meech Game (Coke)
7 30 Beverly Hillbillies
3:10 XIV Agernocas Repeat
1:00 Newlywed Gems
11:001tewsbeall
810 Boom 4
1:30 A Time Par Us
•00 Orem Acres
1:56 New For Women - Megitge
Pagilig.„
Pyle
4:00
Omer
6.30
•
Sanders "
4:10 Chigilligle
9 00 Steve Alien
300 General Hoggillal
810
Ihmiler-Wrialft
10.00 The Wig Nees
110 The Nunes
6:00 /Nee
Rader Weather
3:00 Dart Shadows
6:10
Wearier
'30 Today In *parte
3:30 Where The Action Is
11:10 Sports
10 30 Steve Alien
COO Merv* Griffin Show
EV11311110
TURSDAY
PM
11:10 Milian Dreier Moils
010 ABC Newe-P Jennings
615 local News, Weather. Spells
1:30 Rawhide
10:00 Close Up (30 Min on/g)
10:30 Trails Went
11:00 Men wane Mil
12:00 Sign Off

Network Programs Also On

fr

Auger' I

Channel 6-WF'SD-TV
NBC

Channel 8-WSIX-TV
ABC

fir

6 14

iRkl

the
;i me
tow!

.16

GOSPEL MEETING

ALMO CHURCH of CHRIST
- EACH EVENING AT 7:341 P.M.-

JULY 31 - AUGUST 6

SPE

SPEAKER: CHARLES HOUSER
Tampa, Florida
JNAL

6:30 Combat
7:30 Invaders
5:30 Peyton Place
900 Fugitive
10:10 Joey Bishop Show
11:30 Science Fiction Theater
a
WEDNESDAY EVENING
August 2

PM

6:30 Batman
7:00 The Idonrop•
8-00 Wed . Nile Movie
1040 Joey Blehop Show
11:30 Ripcord
THURSDAYPM

SONG DIRECTOR: ERNIE ROB BAILEY

Murray, Kentucky

A!

ZONE MANAGER
rpm

, I ..!*

olor
*

8.9 *

plor
I I

TUESDAY EVENING
August 1

*

•

Eveameo
August 3

0:30 Thetteen
7:00 F Troop
7:30 de-witched
8.00 Love On A Rcoftop
9.00 Cheyene
10:30 Joey Bishop Show
FRIDAY EVENING
Austad 4

Mother-in-Law
Problem? You,Too.
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I don't know why,
but I have always felt that my
mother-in-law never really liked
me. I have never done anything to
feeling she does anyway. She never
gives me a compliment no matter
how hard I try. Neither does she
criticize me. But I wish Ju.st once
she would tell me I looked nice, or
I set a nice table, or something like
that.

her stay home and suck her thumb.
•
CONFIDENTIAL TO 'VIRGO":
I don't go along with that old cliche,
-The wife is always the last Us
know." No woman, If she really
cares for her husband, can live with
him and not know when he is Mid dering. She may not have ismer
-but the doesn't need it.

A

trategic Air

anniand SR-71 Is refueled in a KC-I35 oser a western desert area.

PORTLAND
•

Problems? Write to Abby, Box
69700, Los Angeles. Cal vor a personal reply, inclose a stamped. selfaddressed envelope
•••

ST PAUL

41

I've tried awfully hard to please
A°C'11°
NkW
her, Abby, but I have been married
Jig
ELPHIA
,
YORK
irILAD
0/
CHEYENNE
CHICAGO /l
SACRAMENTO
for 12 years and I still feel the earn*
OMAHA
DAYTON
• \
SAL,' LAKE CITY
it
way. Maybe it's Just "intuition."
INDIARIAPOLIdi
ItLCHZ.AOND
SAN FRANCISCO
DERIVER
‘
but I can't help it. I've mentioned
N
170
,
HUR17
:NORFOLK
1001
ST
this to my huaband (not in a nagLOUISVILLE
r?..
ging way) and he says, "Don't ee
•f•REENSBORO
LOS AMU S
CHATTANOOGA
silly She likes you tine." Why cio
I feel this way, and haw can I get
•
LITTLE It&K
44,
SION
over this feeling?
ATLANTA
DETROIT-Cadillac dealers conWORRY.
FOitT
tinued' to rewrite the gales record
•SHRE VEPOR
•
book as they posted a record half
WACO•DALIIAS',
%%
DEAR NOT LIKED: Whether It's
•JACCONVILLE
year, second quarter, month and
BATON ROUGE.
"intuition." or lack of self-confidNEW
according to Calvin J. Werde"
10
the
ence, or even hyper-sensitheity,
°WEANS
ner, general manager of Cadillac
only "cure" is to quit worrying
Car Division and vice pmeMotor
you,
about It. If it's any comfort te
ident of General Motors.
you are a sister in one of the world's
Domestic deliveries for the first
largest sororities. No meetings, no
six months of 1967 reached 106,839,
dues, and all the members are 'Ye.soe,gc pooatig.-lises are heavily populated areas where, the Strattgle Air
exceeding the former beet half year
signed, although in good standing.
sonic booms will be heard from time to time during a training period this sumrecord of 104, 799 set in 1965. In•••
mer.
The sounds will be heard when the SR-71 reconnaissance planes come down a
cluded is the best second quarter
to be refueled (syrnbols) by -tanker plane. The SR-71 cruises at 80,000 feet
miles
few
DEAR ABBY: I have a sociable. with sales of 54,313 topping the 40,and flies three times the speed et sound.
daughter, 864 new cars sold in the second
fun-loving 15-year-old
of
quarter
19(1e.
quite
me
to
problem
a
presents
who
A une record of 17.649 breaks the RIDS'
otter She is forever asking me to
INFLUENCE ON PARENTS
chauffeur her friends here and former mark for this month, 15.351
- Children
SAN JUAN. PR.
registered
in
1965
is
and
more
than
my
volunteers
also
there AM she
effect their parents' relanombip
VT
per
cent
above
the
15,050
domesat
parties
services to chaperone
tic deliveries during June a year at least as much as parents aftheir homes.
fect their children. This was the
She prings this on me in front ago.
"The phenomenal sales pace set consensus among sacidlogiani and
of her friends which puts me on
the spot I resent it as she is one by Cadillac dealers continues with tamer life educators at a symposof six children and I have other the final 10 days of June totaling ban on how children affect mar6,764-a sixth consecutive 10-day riage
respondbilitles.
Am I being a grouch to com- period selling record and the best
One exeologlet mid studies show
plain? Or Ls she taking advantage 10-day June period ever," Mr Wer- an eggreolhe child can cause conner
said
"In
addition,
this makes fect between intents as they try
of me?
ON THE SPOT It seven record months out of a to cope meth the aggreinveneas
pondbk• nine since introducing the
DEAR ON: You knew ahFl1. tak- most popular model in our 65-year and to detve into It. causes. Children even sired the amount of
ing advantage of you, but she can't history-the 1967 Cadillac
time Moir parents talic to each
do It without your cooperation.
other. the 110C1b010110a add And the
Warn her just once that if We puts
TEACHING THE TEACHER
sublects they discuss are also afyou on the soot again, without confected by children. Barents, it was
sulting you privately first, yes will
it sex, areported. ink lea
flatly refuse. Then de It.
KALAMAZOO. moll
OS - bout personal feelings. about
•••
Some Kalamaeoo colleinial are
world wenn'. more remit discipDEAR ABBY: Both my sister and "teachers' teachers
"
line and child care.
I are widows in our late fifties We
A tutorial program in noon.
each have a home of our own.
that la. en underenclinite tesehtng way: a philosophy praleasor wants
Neither of us works, but most of
a previewer - is being experiment- to learn something about econoour friends do, so they don't have
ed by the Claw to help both the mics An upperalass econcenics stuSouth 12th Street - Nturay, Ky.
time to hang on the telephone all
student-tan:we and professor-du- dent who needs a part time tutorday or all evening.
A life-long friend called and in- dents. In practice it works this ial job towhee him.
vited me to a dinner party. She said
she had tried uruaacceesfully amoral
times to reach my sister (lino is
out • lot) so would I please extend
the dinner invitation to her. I sahd
I would.
Whig I told my sister about the
MYRIAM she refused to go. saying
she hadn't been invited. Worse yet
she won't call the wcenan to decline I think this is rude and inexcusable Would you toy my sister
Was or was not invited? This hoe
put me in a terribly embarrassing
poaltIon. What should I do?
SMALL TOWN
DEAR SMALL TOWN: Call the
woman end decline for your Wier.
D•in't be embarrassed. Tee are net
responsible for your sirder's behavior. If she doesn't want to ea Set

Cadillac Dealers
Setting Sales Record

cqmmanci

says

Watch for

GRAND OPENING
of the

\ SHOE TREE

AUGUST 3RD - 9 A.M.
Southside Shopping Center

Office Supply Headquarters

6:30 Time INinnel
7:00 Premier (Melte U)
8:00 Range
8 30 Phyllis Diller Show
9:00 The Avengers
10:30 Joe Payne Show

WANTED
IDS (Investors Diversified Services now
serving many customers in this area, is
ready to expand its sales and service for
more complete coverage. The Zone Manager selected must have either sales experience or definite sales ability, must
have pleasing personality, good reputation, be hard working and morally sound.
Age over 28. Proper application of time
and effort should produce for him one of
the community's top incomes. If you
know local or area men who can qualify
write for com... a friend or yourself
plete details to Wayne Morgan, District
Manager, 214 Fuller Street, Mayfield,
Kentucky.

NOTARY SEALS
MADE TO ORDER
PALOC
f

\

ee•

SHELLAC
SKLLAC SEALS
PrrcH AND SAP
BEFORE OTAER
PAIN1'S AR5 USGD
SUELLAC IS DURABLE,
USE W4ERE Al0fSTURE
le NOT A PRQBLem

USE A CLEAN ;WSW,
USED BRUSH MAY
A CLOUDY
LM IN SECTIONS

ALL) AT LEAST 3 HOURS KR
DRYING. RUB DOWIJ VAC4
COAT LUtTN FINE SANDPAPER

/1401111.41 41 154 P4.4.
, boa..
,4

•

LEDGER & TIMES
OFFICE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT
Gale Garrison - Manager

-
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Miss Patricia Vey Carter

Allyififee Delicious, Deketoik
Summer's Favorite Dessert Is Strawberries With Cream
ity 101104 O'SULLIVAN
..1 1:RRY to market for a
1 basket et strawberries
Casillaresta's own . . .

2 tbsp. ontrge Sub*
grown in the ma and 'gist of to strawberry lovers acrose
Chill whole strawberries
coastal valleys end Pepped,
laZOsem with whipped with stems or hulls intact in
Sar
with the dew PM at them. the
- 4i'earri, -sear cream; pou-e• oniteetieseref wirgar-14-edis0
Blend sour cream, orange
cream for a simple dessert
peel. brown sugar and veunge
that's sensationally superb!
juice,. chill Until needed.
STILkaTIVRRIES Willi
Serve with sweetened strawWHITE CACAO (REAM
▪ c. sugar
6 to S.
•_rves
1 tbsp. cornstarch
STRA HERRIFS went
tsp..salt
FR I'!TED CREAM
ii c. Atte crime de cacao
2 pt_ fresh California
1 pt. fresh California
strawberries, halved
strawberries, halved or
or sliced
shoed
C. confectioners' sugar
pt. heavy cream
1
,
% c., apricot or red
Whole fresh California
raspberry preservers
strawberr.es
1 pt. heavy cream
In saucepan. blend sugar.
Chill strawberries In weger
cornstarch, salt and creme de
minutes.
cacao. Add halved strawbersaucepan, melt preserves
In
ries. Slowly stir to boll and
low heat, stirring conover
chill,
boil I minute. then
Whip cream until stiff; fold stantly. Stir Into cream and
chill until needed.
into strawberry mixture.
Serve with sweetened strawSpoon into 6 or 8 serving
dishes. Garnish with whole lames,
STRAViTarRR 4111/111111
it ra wherries.
CROWN
sTRAWIREHRIPIt WITH
1 qt fresh strawberries
IIONE - atilt CREAM
c. peach flavored
L. pc heavy cream
brandy 2 tbsp honey
vanilla
% tip each cinnamon,
SOUS C1112AM iir the meret(hd superb) Ingrediegit *PS
-paattnig
- nutmeg"
--iltsawbengt•Cmarn Comm TeAvishea WWI -pair-1111AW—
% c.
2 pt fresh California
.•pr
whipped
halved
aranlierriert,
2 c. dairy mew WYSS
Servee S.
lingers.
taiga
deity
Vogt
e.
1
Sliced
3 tbsp. chopped
Dr-LI'RE TOPPING
Lady Sewers
Whip cream with honey and
crystalised ginger
2 e. deify sour cream
Wash, hull, eta etrawberrias
spices until stiff.
1 thsp nine fetid
3 tbsp. 'brown sugar
Serve with the Ntrawbeell4s. In halt. Mix with peach fla2 tbsp. honey
Ni c. peach flavored
vored brandy' Refrigerate 4
WIRAwnrannut WITS
Wash and hull strawberries.
brandy
hrs, or overnight
101-11 CREAM
.Combane sour cream, ginPrepare pudding according • Combine sour cream brown
pt. Mob Cialidernis
ger, lime juice, honey.
sugar, brandy. ChilL
to pkg. directions; chill.
straw
Alternate layers of Aran.
Makes topping for 6 servTo eery., fold vitntlla.pedsugar
nis
r•-,r-tionerf
it C. e:':1-be
berries and sour CMS= d111810.
I pt. sour creamding, whipped cream and ings
ing in parfait glasses. ChM
PARFAIT FLEtiANTE
sour cream Into stravrberries
'I tap onside peel
OALIVOIMMA seraeviiannie gag elleehrlealelbehedleittaw
Serves IL
1 qt. trash strawberries
brown sager 111 WOK; WrCUOd WM lady
Sat
tbep.
2
0
/18$afikaa1.1110
be
am
arum
bra Want the

n

ae.„-y-immik-

Miss Patricia Fey Carter
me am Mrs. tiasitert LOOsAd ()drug ol araftwilit. North Carcana
OCII/OillIce Ltd etidadealed.i. ut alga maigrater, katram lin. to Cbsries
Mtiabedi Oran. Jr., sun ci Mr. andMra. C.tarse Matched Driver, 8r.
at lands, fiords Caroina
tne grassidsoditer ot Mr. anl Mrs. ladle R. Putides Carter
nam of lazired. Her paltry'st grandparents were die /ate Mr. and
Learn Carter at Mastion. Brie la Me gialia niece cie Mini dumbed
Carter at Meyerson
The tride-elecs a a MI graduate of lika Oarcitna Unnamed Ift
Oreenvale.
M. Dieser is alio • del graduate at gen Cameos Calverley,
Cireeseilla. S. C.
. 'Abe gedding gal ate pints Angus la in Orieenville, Ike& MrMax

1

lber af die bride-elect, and Mrs.
H Brtaas, mother of she
W
grouns-elert. sere presented Meages at Mara carnations.
j Omen owe Ord lallowed
Mos Margaret Ana Awns and La nIdeil amps operiara their
Hand Weida' /kooks, INfaume roar- pas which 14 been placed made'
an event of Ado' 311. sere • secand • hire decorated umWow
bereored erns & nosebleed:mai par- bulb Arrangeseenie of issomer
eid MOrMO WO geed at vs.ntespe
er sod shover at the Mew af
and Mel. Robert 1.. Morns, Sr. goals throughout Me epecious
•
Ptirgair. Term_ on Friday-. Aid Monde base
11. at amen-darty o'clock in the
Selhallimehi of cakes iced In
seiesing.
poem rim punch. nuts. a.nd
The bionmai were Mn hinnies nags were served frocn the bey/UUnderwood Mrs James Tharates- lu* appointed nine overlaid with
dup. Mies Betty norm. ant 310111 • hice ctatt mar green.
Attessdne die spend fan areasValue lika-raa Th-5 a atadillige
wave eighty persons iereedier
in We asseabwhern so have s
party for a hada. couple kw the the genaes, Sign. and then
oantenurnty
•'• •
Par the agora. venom...Li tieanon lama Moms dame Its teem
kora her trousreau a green cotton
printed sat waft a yeacer and
and was pagested a aflame
at Midi= Pendia 11/M Shan
tins aho ptiontea a rigrallikasrOp Of bided deem
UV"Mrs Robert L Mar--

Community Party &
Shower Held For
Bridal Couple

•

GIBSON

Mrs.

J. B. Burkeen . . .

'Educational TV
Audience Grows

Flaw 753-4017

•

STANFORD, Onlit Int - Pitteen milhon persons DOW watch
educe Woad Seiresson
twice Me number of the WOO and-

411.

• Miss Ann Morris Is
Honored At Tea .1:
The Hendon Home

Social
Calendar

Andrea Lassiter Is
Complimented H'ith
Bridal Breakfast

'the ETV arreees' MEM to be sous, aim predaniamintey female,
from houeetiobb nth higher ,sdncation and wood lisoontea, but
not nereenday tollsee-eduosted.

These are leadnes of Wdbur
lens /usdrea DWItor bride-elect fitcheauen, director of thanford
of Den Ileigancamp, was honored Uakeernare Inentsaa tor
in the Wet Of a Renee at prentlp- icistloci Rdiddrdi.
aal events cm Saturday. fah 15,
In a survey he dhoovered that
with a amnia a, the Bombay
a,alma awnak
Vie morn _ viewers - inter...awed in Los AnIn
pies. elan Primelico. Madison,
Athens. Oa - preferrThe claiming hestessea tor the WY, and
salaam to
keel" atiernon who Mrs. Don ed news and public
On
spurts
apd
enteriaannent
Mrs.
Parte.
lisissaa
Our& Mrs.
Maumee Segilum. Mrs CarY Oleo- mercial stations
theramia. lad Min Doren Seanew a °condensible a'They nor
lord
mount or OXIMIWOt
The bonen, chase to wear from
Dr Schramm and, "both inforher trnametin a brown arid White
lx.'
A-tine dras arid was presented • mational and recreational.
elute anneals corsage by the boa- they come to see for the ku,,.
tman. Fier mother-in-bar to be, of "mans they null firid garMrs. llamas liceessomd, was al- where, like analyses of pubhc afso promoted a Mate meads oarbasal profairs and stunts
/age Mrs_ Lyon Lama ter. nother

Another deddatal courtesy extended to MIN Monism Ann MarTermidia. Argun 1
na. Jury 3110 beide-alect at Hemp
Murray Amenably No If Order
WWI= Thodm was the tea showat the Rainbow for Cern will meet
er held at lie towel, home a Mrs.
at the Mariann Hal at semen pas.
area; Haagen as Waken* Drive
•••
on Saturday. .hIsa. hula three
The Woman's Society of Christto Sour-thirty °Work in tbe afian Service of the Thrat Methodist
ternoon.
Church will meet at the social toil
The pagans hastemes for the
at ten am with the executive
eiscanon were lee Vernon
board meeting at li 15 am. A
Mee
LaayShindy..
Ahoween.
fellier the meetseek lin&
Mrs. Thee Cieraer, Mrs We.
ing
VillInens, and Mira Cliltilon Coch• ••
---ran.
Metalled' Cilgreh
Ocahen
The
Mies Marna dame to a ear from
Woman's Saint, at 011111nena farher troumeau a white dram shinwill meet at Ladirmalh at
vice
Ore and
yaim drys atesmed
pm
IPSO prensied • arras, of yellow seven
•••
aregnalene by the hositairas
Wednesday, Amine 2
The hoenseers mother. Mrs RoBaptist at the honoree. was amide to at- blems.
Corner
Cherry
The
bert L Menes, Jr.. were • green
Soc- tend due to illness.
and erten dotted silk drew, while Church Warren. ildnikinery
at are enamel at
Ida laniter was presented with
the lienarere nother-iii-law to iety son in
• set of four pink raven pace
be, Mrs W Ii Snafu, eras attired seven phi
• ••
meta with matching pub floral
in a brown Meath Seth had InsThereday. Anguie I
not** se• wedding yitt from the
gift oormirea of whi&etagr ear1
The Kirksey Segidet Church hoetemeeL
nations
will
Ser.ety
Ceatering the table was a lovely
The gunge were greeted at 'the Woman% Miastonary
Mrs James arrangement of red eanwillione
door and areal to sign the bride's meet at the borne of
Ckiveig were bid for Mrs Tim
runner book plemed an a table in C Pameetin at 7 DO pm.
• • •
Maier. Mrs George Cembley, Mrs.
the estilitance hie
Otyde Alas, Mae gesegea Outland.
RIO of the guests me' the honMrs. They HellOO11, Mrs Reword
oree. the nicabers. and her na'am.
Steely, iSa By Hopmeanip,
at now to be, Mrs James Rankthe honoree. her mother-to-law to
eendp, deter of in..n
be. and the hostemea.
La SIM' Mom of she Hendon
SLA1'IL tPl - Lee (in Prebarn
vele we. a curious younywer. Lee mem experience will serve one
Tbs kuielbeilay appointed tea
reane titso-year-ad,
useful pavane, by acting as
Wilt was ~kw tr:lisen
She gook a insailow fran • can- ininder P ethers to keep clangell IPS illibeilett cloth and anLeiner that eamerined a small a- erves auhaurres out of the reach
imal Yak a geneeeas tontsepete* mount of lye and her esophagusof.chin.
of kits raw dahlias and what
•• •
.
burned.
seven
or food
ttothSl fb.nked by ASA, eandles
That was two years ego and tile
New Yee Snow
in Myr holders The appointchild ante then has had more
Sy Vatted Peen Internalises'si
ment• were M liner gal crystal.
than 50 eve-anon* to open Use
revere. from the rxelriA of marMrs fedi Miller, wile of the
seennagta, which Gamine partial- riage. theratif ellabliret a remarnew mit!~ of the Univereitty
ly banked with soar tissue. On riage. IMO not generally otiMnable
M. presidia at the
Church of
eans she hod to be fed d.r- from the time Chratianity Weems
punch bowl
through • tube In her abdo- the establehed religion In Western
About fifty persons mind during
Rump* until the leth Century.
men
the setemoon houm
When It was ibund that repair
-

COOL your entire HOUSE
for$269m
Rowland Refrigeration
SALES and SERVICE
ilo S. 12th Street
"If It Doesn't Have Air Sweep
It's Obsolete"

j

...

Was impossible, doctors amide a
new seogesspas for Lee out of p
Plene of her large triteAtrie. The
youngster Is recupersuns well add
doctors mite her chances of toed
recovery as excellent.
But It tau been • bed two yen.
Oar Lee and her parents, Mr. add
Mrs. Rachard L Preveie.
Mlle St
etatimerte our
Ong
shoot $20,000 but that
compared to the utter anguish we
hes e had.- said Mrs -Prearile
• Mrs. Pres ele add she hopes

NUNN for GOVERNOR
RALLY at the

tyre Gammon looks a bit topsy-turvy sitar being beaded
back and forth by relatives at his christentne In Stormy*,
hv tile rather hire P E'r, k Nug-nt.
TAx 11.'4
--

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD
Will Be Open This Sunday
jet law 011111. PreesslOme aid *airy Ow*
OLOSCD trawl
Chorale Sow

WE WILL
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"ii i00

11.111. is ItOS p.m. for

fir' err

Fifty Operations
Spur Tot On
Road To Health
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CALLOWAY COUNTY
'COURT ROUSE
at 7:30 P.M.
'
AVG. 4th
All interested in promoting a
NO= eletcev in November
are urged to attend.
Ira Time for a Change!
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TIMES - HURRAY, KENTUCKY
O'OR

CLASSIFIED ADS GET RESULTS

RENT

2 ailDROOM ...014.1LE HOME
Married couples only Call 7637753.
TF-C
TILE FSEIMESY large two-bedroom apIrtMents, carpeted, individual/ heat and air-oondition.uag
FurailisMi or tudurntebed, 106 Bo,
125h It, Phone 753-7614.
A-1-C
-3 ROOM APT. Partially furnished, has been newly cbacxx steel.
See at 15th and Main, scrosi from
university, OaA tal-6403 or 753J -29-P
51313.

atat to escvn. Make a merrier
lie Ma. Ma'tor ocaege eoggli.• batha. Mao ledluded Is central
t...nrisuthis lOr mulled and larnaly.
neat end Mr-OODdlitioning AbutioHELP WANTED
Phone 7611.11616.
Le ANGEL C./.0 MM. 1080411 L.
rut cadet MOM. patio, carport and
arc,o,n, Avon Met. Dint. ASO, Shady
CUTTERS - We have another load AK-C REGISTERED beagles, 7 outside atonsee. Oney gr.1,690
to hunt this fall. See at 1610 BM- maks cid Phone 753-7016 .1-310-C JURT 00641PLICIZD, a very apOPPORTLN1Tili1t
Drove Road, Idarion. Ky, 43066
Of Cutters In. 4-foot heavy duty HEW BLIKIMIC GUITAR. Used pearing 3 bedroom bract with 2
ArIaC
NOVI OPEN
4.11.01111•1=wa
--.0ear -eon. &amp Amapa
eassa--oessaa6--fiest
•
. 763-4761.
v
Mr
$26500, 5'--$325.00. Ala pull math's., and conahicirs
led
Otter
•
arid alr.00nclumning, ratio and ii
at
J-211-C 2 oar garage.
FIVE ROOM HOUSE with uptype. Vinson Tractor Co.. 753-4892
Ackkitional feature is
ASGeliSSON, president of Iceland, se greeted at the
Call
Aug. 28-NC
a
ita,Lorb stliWAIRLD or repetosa. shots, storage and basement.
dining
room.
formal
on
Sttuated
- White Haire by President Johnson. It's an lidiannal Melt.
from
36 ACRE FARM- 1 h
a large corner lot.
ouoc-up -- mamma - grave.. LOIN 764-01184,
BETI-E.R PIJP16 - Will be ..'eady "kat So.* C/ronerY Net ou VanJUG. - kiev tattazaal,Lee, 711-810,Se FOUR ROOM bra.* duplex apartIP nitrate Drive or csa sea= Hughes e-love Road - Rome, tobacco been, AN aiii&OULATIC 3 bedroom
Anson to Yersterdsn's Put',,
.1-itur1 444-0111011. .1EIC
briet
a ledge ham room mut
ment, one block tivin un.versiey
In
wetter
deep
0A
barn,
uattle
TF C
CROSSWORD PL. /:/,I,E
753-4571.
f.AIINDii a. LLEAN1M
Ilemily
mitt
lattehen
I%
laid,
arm.
1061
twon
imickumg,
MAnancoson
yen] Platted reds. Mane
am within easy
TWO, THREE-IMMO= BRICK agi.
SAosid, 4k`diervicce, Parma Ciao 763-i.310
J-29-C
3-1117-P air aorsdaiamed
2-lease
Passe 753-2552
walking illatange of BSC caropua
3-thee
ooa ..s, :surrey, h„y, C.
homes. All modern ainallOkinelle.
hand4 Coodesilen
18th
a.
1
406
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FOR
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L
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down
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M
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tion of town. L -east, FIFA S. MINNS Dan aka Lamm UV buyer.
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7-Picrek ei rand
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75s-Zito
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proved loamy Male= Dna. Oen- 1111111101110 Kept KM ileac& WI HAVE PhA loans
peril
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Girl
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I2
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I
Blom
VA toads with nu clown payment U.,
Raba Paint
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141•RrEe
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A-2-C all eligible veterans
Meru repaired Free ei-ausite. MO- moo_
Sorra
15* •dt
2. Maur Mance Man
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not
to th
Tooker /Way & 1z., Co., 602
ells Nataanal Owners fiervabops
Shop,
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4.
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healed,
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n' scale
1.80141, IuLMO,, se-a ann surlier,
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"Sure he shut you away.I stream " She tried to raise her
CHAPTER 16
ceanid at your /local PABOC 01Doris neat, to look directly a: nun. Uncle Chuck went on. "He had
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INci-ic CHUCK
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a plan going What all of its
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remembering Mrs Cliffa de- yet, but one
"Me. Dorris."
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get-you out of the way He put
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She had been stretched out script Ian of the girl she'd seen
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of
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yrs.
ages
15-18
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between
mountain
on
this
here
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you
with
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able
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willingnes
_ha
Call "53-141117 afar
.that
only.
players
of dark hair. looked up at turn to am
been made me into a timid old
I P.M. For Anaheim.
Her eyes widened. "Uncle not aggression could have
we the girl's part It had tiap- woman.Chuck -what is II".
ATTENTION LADIES - Chr.st- Ch
-That you aren't," Mae
going to mat sit for a 1 paned before.
"I'm
.
upsae Dine - Our big earnow
minute." ne told her, "and /sort I Darla was *taring blindly -of Chuck said firmly -To me
on who
Several operating tor
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The story rearhest a eliding
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Coldwater News
By Mrs. Ophas BowII
Ira Broach. Mn, Hobart Waldrop
hob et. MI
aid daughter and gragababy, aD
Mrs. Ethel Duna alai a feel of Harris Grove, and Mrs. Heishell
days with Mr. and MM. ElaNOM
Mayfield She OM *est Mr.111111, Wm Linn 'Winehtater, Jr., and
Mrs. Dewey
- were 'UM recently of Mr.
Mr. end
and Mtn Man Carat, and and laa Ian LIMO. Other guests
children of Canoga Ill. are aid- were Mbees Attie and
Carlene
ing Mr and MTV Riley Carter and Lamb, Masters Kenneth and David
daughter of Kirksey and other re- Smith.
latives In Kentucky. Mr Aug Mrs.
Callers of Mrs. Ophelia, Ressefi
roily Tidwell were Sunday after- Thursday morning were Mrs. Henry
noon callers.
Black and Mrs. Hibon Black AfterPunday dinner nest/ of MP and.noon milers %tele aro. and'
Mrs. Paul Spann of near Lynn Coleman Crocker and daughtersGrove were Mr and Mrs Wayland Sataday dinner guests were Mrs.
M1tehe11. Mr. and MrS. Don Strat- Lyman Dixon and- David Miller.
ton and daughter Miss Edith DemMr. and Mrs. Ray Bassell and
ean. and Mrs OpheIta Harzell
children of Warren. Mich., are vizirMr and Mrs Graham Rogers ing relatives in Kentucky.
muyiNG IN cauto, Soviet President Ntkolai Podgorny holds
and family and grandchild of Fk:rMaid Miller of St. Louis. Mo.,
a cigarette at Koubbeh Palace as he and CAR President
kla are visiting Mr.:. Lithe Hanel Is mending a few days with Mr.
Genial Abdel Nasser discuss continued Soviet military and
and other relaters.
and Mrs. Lyman Dimon and other
economic aid in the wake of the Arab defeat in the war
' Mrs Freed Tucker and daughters re!fitires.
with Israel.
iRidipipAoto/
spent the past weekend with her
Friday evening dinner guests of
mother. Mrs Algie Tubers Mrs. Mr. rne Mrs Hugh Dowdy were.
Hattie Watson was a Monday vat- Mr and Mrs. James Dowdy, Mr.
and Mrs George Dowdy and childMr. and Mrs. Erring Edroomon ren Rita and Brad
and daughter were Sunday dinner
M:a, Laura Mayfield spent Thursguests of Mrs Hattie Watson and day with Mi and Mrs. Edwin War(reatinued From Page One)
son. Dobakl.
ren
Callas of Mrs, Matte Jones and
Mr and Mrs. Wayland Mitchell,
from Da Nang and joined those
Wm Las Marne the pan week Miss Ectsth Duncan. and Mrs. Opbfrom the tWO other carrters in
wags Mrs. Cooper Armstrong. Mrs. be
were Sundae afternoon
callerts of Mr and Mrs. Peed Kirk- fenTing doctors and victims.
Lase Velma* Aircraft
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.
Mast of the Pommel's planes
Mr and Mrs. Wieser G. Darnell
'• • lot leichigap are Waling Manes. were A4 Skatewts, AA lansiers
Chief Andy Sincalct Officer in
Mrs. Nes Dania spent Menday and F4 Phantom }eta. All are supICemilimoll Teem Psce Cine/
Glearge of--w-M_VIthilaggikEiassingl-lias.-Wesena--araosa.
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_Pedstah: Johz Woke Possisr- the carrier Crania a as Gulf
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Murray.
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-JIM MEMO

U.S. WARPLANES . . Safe Boating

Urged By The
Coast Guard

SEEN AND[EAU

Hospital Report

Men.
properly understood Is that 'honesty kr the beet pohry." for to be
honest became it Is the best pohm
Is the worn reason as Chuang4Centimewill From Page One
Tar profoundly mad. thre centuries
before Christ. "There Is no greater roam of other hem abort the
Injury to one's character than prac- local population
teeatInsied From Page Ow ,
ticing virtue with motivation.Opposition has been voiced by
Clundiff of UT'S! County, Wilbur
Congressmen and others however.
Hackett of Manual. all Green of
Telarreing this same Me at alisitThey tear the collectaon and imMale, Paul Martin of Owensboro
Mg it does a person ads pad to
proper use of downers on each Catholic. Donr.ie Miller of Caldwell
via
perform a good deed so teet
Pilsen
County and Frank Rucks of Henbe known that he does slid dud&
Government seceennen have as- demon County
the
only
plumose
them
ttnt
sured
Besketball and football clinics
ilessesse mid that the greatest
satisfacnon Is to be found out do- of the dm& bank would be to pro- will be held August 4 and Masa 5
statistics
and
duce better national
respectively. at the Student
me a good deed.
Mat thew would he no unwar- The clinics and games are spo,nerect by the Kentucky High School
That b. of course. 1f you did not ranted duickaure of information'
Coaches Aaseciatim
about Individuals
intend to be found out.
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DAVID licKEE . . .
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Joe Parker ahd Lindy Carr present keys to the new Mus
.tang to Jim
Jimerson.

to All MSU Students

Thanks...

to All

Thanks...

Be said that all ha and engine
compartmeers mud be ventilated
He oriented out that a cup ftn. of
gasoline has the exploeve
equiv.:est to 15 etas of dynamite
A free pamphlet on vennlation
of has and on proper equipment
for This mar be obtained by antmg US Meet Guard. 1620 Market
Street, 84. LOWS, briseouri 0101.

Thanks...

Thanks...

Employees
•

to All the Nice Peopte of
Murray
to All the Finns Who Supply
Us Our Merchandise

Without these people it would not ha ye been possible for us to have had a great
successful first year in Murray.
We are proud to be in Murray.
We hope we contribute as much to Murray and the surrounding area as we have

I

received.

Thanks•• •
01

NE

?
•
• ....

m.

011

•

Their help has been outstanding. Their efforts helped make
our Anniversary a success.

Per

...4.....,
11.1

to Parker Motors

A

Ijerier 1
... . •

7 KIDNAPS - Emmet Ray
McCarthy. 54. who is 6-feet10 and weighs 245 pounds
'Is shown after his capture to
Ada. Okla, seven hours after
forcing jailer Don Kaiser who pitched for the Chicago
Cub.. Milwaukee and Detroit
- to free him This escape
and an escape last May add
up to seven kidnap charges
against McCarthy.

DIP
CHIVE ONION
crovts
Olga 90Olt Ca E.Arie
ONION POWDER. vt Taint sTido•
tzte, sett iscsiosoolust Otlll'a
safe, LACTIC ACID 1 10 Or It
SC•Ci al -A
sittiLitear WE.

Thanks...

to Cliffords Five Points
Gulf Service

V

For contributing 100 gallons of Good Gulf Gasoline.

Thanks... Again
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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Oammunity Newspaper
1

The Only
Afternoon Daily
In Murray And
Calloway County

Largest
Circulation
Beth In City
And In County,

Si=mosimmosemmessr.
,
United Press International

In Our 88th Year

Two,Arrested ," Wells iDies. James F. Wilson
By Sheriff's Early Sunday At Oak Ridge
Office Sunday

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, July 31, 1967

LGrabited Stipend

I

Two your
men and a JUN Mlle
were arrested Sunday morning about two oleo* at the Shell Station at Hazel by the Caleaway
County Sheriff's Department.
The two men, Bobby Byars and
Kent Xingu's, tave been charged
with starehouse breaking at Henze-WS Super Market, Coldwater,
*cording. to the warrant for arrest signed by County Judge Hall
MoCuieton.
Both made bond of $100000 set
(Contbitied an Paggeknur)

Wets Nat. 76, 311 Irian, Murray, died at 9:30 am. Sunday at
the Munetty-ealiloway County Hospital.
Funeral screeds will be held at
3 p.m today at the Green Plain
Chinch of Christ where he was
a member. Bro. Henry Hargis and
Bra Reba* Usrey will officiate
with Mudd in the Murray Cemetery. The Bigiock-Oceensan Pun(Continued On Page Three)

Staff Sgt. Rumfelt
Back From Vietnam

e

Calloway Countians
Narned Whinerl---At- The Purchase Fair

Amer Kase of Oalicway Comity
entered her dog in the Pet Dog
Illtow at the Purchase Dlatrict
Fatrat--Idayftelet. Her dog won as
the smallest doe anl best trained
The dbg of Stacey Adams Von
second in the handsomest dog
class.
In the Reentered Dairy Cattle
Shaw Kent McCuiston of Woe yasIow ei the Hnstein senior
champion, anal Billy Hendon of
Canoway showed the Jersey senior
.,
hannion
Qaneway winners in the Vegetable &wens at the fair auluded
Mr and Mrs. Herman Darnell. Mr
and Mns. Paul Pasthail. RISPh
(
-mules, Mrs. Hugh Clengles, leichiel Palmer, and Cynthia Beeker.
Nelson 'Murdock of Oelkieray
County was
James 'F wllsii
annual 4-H King Contest at the
James F. Wilson, son of Mr. and
fair.
Mrs. J. In Wilson of 305 North
Talent Show winners in the 4-H
6th Street, Murray, will be startClub contest were —The Charnel'
ing his second year of graduate
Sweips" from dotter School and
sehool this fall.
Mns Vickie Pat Lamb. The KirkWilson was the recent of an
sey Can act reco.vcd second' pace
Atomic Energy Commission
secfor -thou peefermence of eEneene,
tel
In Heath 'Physics Engiae, No.
9", and the Kuirisey
through its ocntractor, Oak Ridge Specialty, "The Heirs" won second
Associated Univer.sities to the Uni- • ce.
versity of Tennessee.
As announced previously 'were
The fellowship has a stipend of Murray
winners in the Queen
$3100.00, tax free, and pays his contest. Kathy Scott Wee second
taltine
runner-up arid Debbie Edmonds
Wilson, a graduate of Murray was third runner-up. Therese ReHigh ektiool, received his Bathe- set of Murray. lein year's queen.
bra degree from Murray State crowned the new queen, Debb.e
Unbrersity where he was selected Ma of Mayfield

Staff Sgt. Ray Rtunfelt
his parents, Mr. and Mrs Zelna
Rumfelt or Murray, that he had
-in. the _United
for a year in Vietrame-Fttunfelt was with his wife, the
former Gail MaMannon, at her
home near Evansville, Ind., when
he called tea parents.
The Murray man who is .making
a career of the Army left the United States for Vietnam last Au
Larry Witten of_Pactuoatn was the 3. He and his wife are expected
champion of the. tenth annual to airive in Murray for a visit with
Murray Invitational Golf Tourna- his parents Tuesday or Wednesclan
ment played tisliettley lead Sunder
Staff Pert. Rurnfelt has about seat the Calltsway Clotmly Counday !ten more years to serve before his
retirement.
Club
IMI brother. Lonnie Rumfelt, sta
Mullen won the tournansent on
the fifth hole of a sudden death Maud at Griffis Air Pence Rase,
playoff teeter he had tied with Rome, Wow York. will be retiring
Ran &tree of Lounwelle. last year's from the service in February. Anowinner. watt a two ender par 140. ther brother, Bobby, resides in Flint,
Mich.
eehers in the bap ten hat were
Mrs. Zelna Rumfelt said this
Jim Pew of Mayfield. third; Max
morning she hoped that all of her for "Who's Who in American ColMcDade of Fulton, fourth; Jun boys would be
able to be at home lege and Universities".
Mamma got Padigoah. tiftti: Buddy together while Ray le
here.
Heald at usswiso, sixth. Dave
Tile Murray man is married to
Barclay -ar Malidialid, seventh: Larthe lamer Patncia Rankin of
aelarsr, eighth; Bill
ry fdedir
Daytona Beach. Pb. She is a
Daunts* of fliducish, ninth: Joe
graduate of Murray State UniInman of OdraFt City, tenth.
FRANKFORT. Ky. — The sward
versity and is now teaching first
Flight wthering. were George Elulgnide la the Osk Ridge School of a contract to the Telford PlumbX%lin 01 Padg.11. flea. Bill Ossand Keating Oconpany. PadaSystem.
(Cestbised es'Page Four)
oah, on its bid of $372,773 for
strucaton of a new
steam distribution system for heating at Murray State tereveritly,
Murray. was announced tette by
Governor Edward T Breatlutt
Mrs..(Waste Adams, chief clerk
The wort is to be completed in
The Beech Grove Cumberland of Load Board No. 10 of the
five months.
Peothyterian Munn will hold • Selective Service has reLegand a
revival beginning Aug. • and onn- series of questions and answers
timing through Maud 12 The concerning the deferments for colAlen, Thenpeon, 78 of Nes Conchtunh la located in the southeast lege atudents.
cord died at 4.40 am this morning
The release is as follows
oorner of Graves County.
at the Murray-Clallosra,y County
Question In regard to college
Pastor DeWeyne Franklin will
Haspetel
student
detriments,
is
a
AnlOr
be teat:tan the revival with wrFuneral services sill be hekl at
college
considered
an
institution
ens at 7 30 each evening
2 rem Tuesday at the New liberof
nigher
learning
,
•
The public Ls invited to attend
ty Church of Curiae, in Tennemee,
Answer: Yes, if the credits given where he woe
the services.
• member. Bro.
by the junior ooZege are socept- Dalton Vaughn
will officiate with
The Manila Pone League anable toward the greater* of a
burial in the New Liberty CemeStar advanced in play Saturday
baccalaureate degree by a college, teen Friends
may cal after 6
n*ht by defeating the Mednenuniversity or similar institution of pm today
at the Bialock-Ookerna.n
vine All-Star teem 7 to 1
learneng.
Funeral Home
Murray opened up strong in the
Question:
What
requireznents
The Mattie Belie Hayes Circle
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. first
'ruling by scoring four runs.
will present the program at the mist I meet to quality for a II-E3 Haan
Thompson; a daughter, Mrs. Williams doubled. Clargus
reached
general meeting of the Reonan's chaskilkatkin as an undergraduate Hardie
(Frances) Kelm of MIST- first on a bad throw and
Williams
Society of Christian Service of the college student?
ray two sons. Otrate of Murray
managed to some. Osborn walked,
Answer: You must fine written
•
Fast Methodist Church on 'Tuesand Lloyd of. New Concord: four and
Murphy drove in Genius and
day. Auaust. I. at 10:00 sin in request with your km; board tor sisters, Mrs
Kate Perry of Stella, Osborn nth
a double. Murphy
deferment as an undergraduate
the Hale Chapel.
Mira Ella /any, Mrs. Minnie Pittthrn more on a fly by lacCuaton.
I('onttnued On Page Four)
Mrs Rue Overby is chairman of
Merl and Mn, Oral Moody. all of
Murnery eel play the wInner_of
the circle, and the program COMNew
Oonooni; three
brethers.
the Evansville and Tell City game,
rnibtee in dame of Tweeting proWade and Tires Thompson of
which will be played tonight.
gram is Mrs Baron Jeffrey. Mrs
Route 5. Murray, and Nortna.n of
Chance Robertson and Dr Ethel
Murray's next acne will be this
Lakeamd, Pb.; and one grandMiller The subject of the proFriday. August 4th. Game time
child.
gram is The Church and People
will be at 5:00 pin.
Mr. Thenspson is a retired farWith Special Needs." and deals
The emend game in the best of
Ladies Day Golf at the Cello- mer of the New Concord communJo with the phase of -Who Is the way County Country Chda will be
ity He and Mrs Themeenn had three games will be %tunny at
Delinquent "
held Wednesday, Aug
2, with celebrated their 45th anniversary 1:00. the third game will be satMrs Gotta Curd, president of
order at 5:00
tee-off time at 9 am Players not this year.
the society. will preside at the
listed in the line-up vii be paired
bualness aession of the general
at the tee
meeting and at the meeting of the
Nancy Flandrich will be golf
executive committee at '9 15 in
hostess. A praluct lunch will be
the church parlor
served at noon
'The general meeting will be folThe line-up Nieuwe:
lowed with a fellowship hour and
Anne Mary Adams, Grace Jam• Sack hinch In the mead hall.
es. Utherta Korean, and Reba
Overbey.
Eleanor Diutruid, Chris Graham
Lou Doren, and Akre Purdom.
Chariene leart. Jane
Carol
Hibbard, and Rebecca Irvan.
United Prem International
Norma Frank, Ruth Wileren. Betere ty Hunter, and Bonnie Jones
Dorothy Holland. Euldene Robby United Prins International
Weert Kentucky — Partly cloudy, inson, Intis On, and Frances
warm and humid this afternoon, Parker
?carom Mese, Juliet Walks, Bet• tonight end noodle with chance
of thundershowers north this af- ty Lowry, and Venda sexton
Sidney Jeffrey, Elle Mn. Querternoon and over the area Tuesday afternoon High this afternoon termous, rind' Mary Moore Lamiter
Judy latimer, Madelyn Lamb.
mainly in the low ins Winds southerly 5-10 miles per hour Low NM 5&,Cort:1ton, and Betty Jo Furtonight in the 70s Hain Tuesday doss.
Francon Miller, Betty Scott, and
In the low 90s Probability of
showers 20 per cent over the Opha lapereland
Nei& Murphy, Margaret Shufnorth this afternoon and 20 per
Front row left to right: Tod Shupe, Keith !Perrin. David
cent over the area Tuesday at- fete Martha Shoermakei, and Patsy
Carrie, Steve Hale Johnny Minna Mitch Ward, Brown Crouch,
Wednesday outlook — Miller.
• ternorn
Charles, Bailey, David Hughes. Larry Robinson.
Jerclene Ruin:van. Name Kipp,
continued warn and humid with
Back row, left to right: Carob Wilt, Ed Stokes, Charlie RobSadie Weft, and Glenda Hughes.
a Ow/ice of afternoon showers.

Larry Mullen
Winaluffay
Golf Tourney

Revival Services
• At Beech Grove

ait.

e ermen s F or
Students Are
Explained
Alvie Tho,t-npson Of

Contract Awarded
For Steam System

New Concord Dies
At Local Hospital

Pony MI-Stars
Advance Play

Methodist WSCS To
Meet Here Tuesday

Pairings Announced
For Ladies Day
Golf At Calloway

WEATHER REPORT

nut,

10* Per Copy

Pilot Wings
BonnieSue Lee Silver.
Awarded Second
DiesOn Sunday Lt. Bohannon

ihNeemmommieme
Vol. LXXXVIII No. 179,

Inter-Session - Calloway Men
Planned Here Return From
Guard Duty

Little Miss 'Bonnie Sue Lee, 11
About 250 students are expected
months old daughter of Mrs. Jemter
to enroll for the Murray State
Lee. 509 Vine. Murray died at 3,30
University inter-seseion Aug. 7-25.
p. m. Sunday at the Murray-CalDean William G Nash mad FIX
Murray
and
Calaway
Five
loway County hospital. She had
graclue.te courses and two under- County mess"of the Tennessee Natbeen Ill for some time with a heart
graduate courses have been ten- ional Guard arrived home Sunday
condition.
tatively set for the three-week after being ceilod to Memphis,
Funeral arrangemekts are incomterm which bridges the gap be- Tenn, over the weekend for pusplete but friends may call at the
tween the close of MSC' regular stile racial trouble
Blalock-Oelernan Funeral Horns atsummer school Aug. 4 and the
Cling Banks, Donnie Carman,
ter 6 p. m. today.
opening of the fall semester Sept Jerry Nance, Junzny Anderson, and
She is survived by her mother:
15.
Roy Wyatt of Murray and Cellotwo sisters. Brenda and Linda, at
No student may take more ttan way County left here July 14 for
home: and her grandparents Mr.
one murse during the Inter-ses- Camp Ohdby. Miss., for their sumand Mrs. L. B. Williams of Route
sion and classes must laye about mer exercises.
3, Murray.
15 sadents each to remain in the
Thursday the /*atonal Guard
Bonnie Sue and her mother sent
to Mayo's Clinic at Rochester. Minn.,
schidule, Dian Nash said.
received orders to leave for Memthe first of June and It was hoped
A ataciant planning to enroll for phis They left Camp Shelby early
et that time that heart surgery
an intar-soa oottnia Mould re- Frkey morning in a troop cancould be performed to correct her
port to,jab dam at
aiari.
ine- Al.. Were Met Misdeed _uat.LI
teat lecitelltIOn.
8.011-7 -1e1li14—ragistratkat will Sunday &Verne:on. After extnesive examinebion et
be at I pea, the mine day In the
Mayo's, the doctors told het...mother
Second Lieutenant
almitrdetrablon building
MEMPHCStuFt — Tennessee's
that until further knowledge Was
Graduate coureea which have 15,000 Air and Army National
Richard W. Bohannon Sr.
gained the surgery .eseadd not be
been scheduled Maude mental hy(Condensed On Page Three)
RIG' SPRINC1. Tex — Second
performed. It was hoped that in
giene (pnehology 5831, technimaybe three or four years that the Lieutenant Richard W. Bohannon
ques of
teaching covetion
surgery could be done.
Sr. son at Mne and Mrs. R. H.
The citizens of Murray and Cal- Bohannon of 4475 Southern Ave., 'educate:In 6211, moiern English
and American poetry (Engliah
loway. County helped, to raise *- Memphis, Mai 'bees awarded U.S.
large amount of money to derfrcy .Air Force sever pant wings upen 5191. world history. 1870-1930 ihisthe expenses for Bonnie Sue and graduation at Webb AFB , Tex tory 501,, bushms end governFRANKF9ST — About 100 Genment Ibusiness 5421. and princepher mother to Rochester. Some h
Lieutenant Bohannon is being les of
eral Electric brge-sareen television
transportation 'business
cal businesses also helped in other
anigned to Blytheville AFB, Ark., 561,
seta in Kentucky that may be
ways. Mrs. Harold McReynolds seefor flying duty with the Strategic
Minna nachatIon have stall not
ved as treasurer for the fund.
Undergraduate courses to be ofA r 0)rnartind winch maintains fered
are driver alucation I (edu- been found, State eHalth CromosisArnereans oonettently alert tome of cation
Tanga. mays.
320, and English literature, stoner Dr. Russel E
intercontinental menden and jet 1760-1914 ,
Teague serys that although about
Earglesh 304).
bombers
1.500 0 fthe color sets have been
The lieutenant a eradiate of
located arid corrections made, "We
Mesnck High School, received a
are gtal very much concerned aB B A degree frurn Memphis State
bout the remaining seven per cent
-University anti was commissioned
that are still out"
Mrs Mable (James, Burdethaw.
"We minuet locate these sets as
there upon ccirrepleeinn of the. Re13/1. of Route 2, Murray died at 3:45
loon as poinbie." Teague lays.
serve Officers Training Corps pry:ip. m Saturday at the Murray-CalFuneral services ter Mrs. Opal "because testa Mow that they remam He is a member of Pi Silent
loway County hospital Death was
Blakely, age 44. were held Sunday present a potential hassed to hudue to complications and an extend- Penteon
Its wife, Donna, is the daugh- at 2.30 p.m at the Hard Baptist man heallh."
ed Illness.
He says the receivers in questFuneral services Will be held at ter of Mr and Mrs J D. Knibro Church with Rev B R. Winchester and Rev Thin Sheetan officiat- ion are large-arreen color consoles
2 p m Tuesday at the Max H. of Route 6. Murray
ing
Burial wee In the Hazel and table models purchmed beChurchill Funeral chapel sith Rev.
Cemetery.
Mem Sot. 1, 1414111 and May 11,
Lloyd Wilton, Rev. 'Terry Sills. and
laillibetareas were *ein rintely, 14187. Maill-wreen color and black
Rev. Heyward Roberts offlalatirut
Burial will be in the West Pork
Henry Bak*. Paul Dailey. Jr and white sets are not involved.
Cemetery.
Calvin Key. Stan Key, and David
He Nays any person who purMrs Burcienshaw was • member
Graham.
chimed a set of this type said hat
of the West Pork Baptist Church
Mrs. Halle Boggess. 74, of 319 N
Honorary pallbearers were the not had it corrected. shoukt disShe resided with her niece, Mrs Fifth Street. Murray. died at 11.30 adult nundsy illohoco dam at the connect the set arid immediately
a. m Saturday at her home Death Hamel
Junior Compton and family.
Ragodat Churda where Mrs. notify • General Mactric dealer
She is survived by two asters, was sudden due to • heart attack Bak* was
a member
or service asency.
Funeral. services are being held
Mrs. Durward Potts of Route 2.
The deceased died at midnight
In the event that neither can
Kirksey and Mrs. Irve (Halite) Mar- at 2 le in today at the Max H
Friday at the home of a daughter, be reached, sigh persons Mould
and three Churchill Funeral chapel Bro Fein
vel of Detroit, Mich
Mrs. Ralph Vracox. 801 Meadow notify their kcal health departbrothers, Noble Jalne3 and Robert Three SW officiating and burial will
Lane, Murray Other survivors are ment or contact the Director. KenJames, both of Oklahorrui City. be In the Old Salem cemetery.
Mrs lloirvess is survived by two another daughter. Mrs. Pail Dai- tucky Radiological Health ProOlds., and Justice James of Lone
daughters, Mrs Roger Reed bf Nash- ley of Hasat. a son, Ralph, of gram. Frankfort, Ky. telephone
Oak. Ark
Friends may call at the Max H. ville, Tenn. and Mrs. Nolan Cagle Puryear. Tenn . ten grandchildren, 564-3700 area code 502).
General Electric's entire distriof Rochester. Mirh.: Seven Ions. and thirteen great grandchildren
Churchill Funeral Home.
Olice Wilson of Murray. Curtis WilThe Miller Funeral Horne of butor-dealer °mann:anon and Per—
son of Allen Park, Mich J B. Wil- teasel wee in charge of the az- vice persorind tare been mobikzson of Taylor. Mich.. Relmon Wil- rengementa.
ed to /orate and oorrect receivers
son of Dearborn. Mich. Edward
without charge in the owner's
Hall Boggess of Allen Park. Mich,
bane, Teague says
Illogene Boggess ef Paducah end
John Rule Johnson. 74. of 722 Charles Boggess of Baton Rouge,
Nosh Drive, Murray died at 10:15 La.: 28 rrandchildren and 29 great
this morning at the Murray-Cabo- grandchildren.
way County Hospital, after an exMrs. Florence Mlisteed, 83 of
Pallbearers are Ron Kasperskl.
tended illness.
Henry Kallimal, Paul Scott, Willie Murray died at 950 a rn yesterFuneral arrangements are incom- Dick, Rob Dick and. Terry W. Par- day at the Westview Nursing Horne.
plete but friends may call after ris.
Muieral services will be held at
FRANTCP'ORT — Some choice
4 p. m.-today at the J H. Churchill
She was a member of the 7th and the South Fismant Grove MethoFuneral Home.
dist Church at 2:30 p m tomorrow. evernight guest irenoneurseceations
Poplar Church of Christ
Mr. Johnson is survived by his
Rev Carl Wilson will officiate with are gall available during August
wife. Gladys; a daughter, Mrs. Mahburial in the South Pleasant Grove at rex Kentucky State resort parks,
lon Prizzell of Murray: a son. RobCemetery.
FREE PUPPIES
the State Parts Denouement anert of St. Clair Shores. Mich : a
She was a member of the Hanel nounces
sister, Mrs. Herman Cathey: and
Baptist Marsh.
According o the Central Reset'BOW and tan Steely have some
three grendchildren. Charles and
Mrs MlIstead was the widow of vu lions - Information Office in
to
Om
aDavid Frizzell of Murray and Mrs. puppies they would like
Charlie Milsfead who died In 1932. Frankfort, the best dame is at
way to persons free for pets. For
Richard Brooks, Detroit. Mich
She is survived by a daughter.
Cumberland Pale State Park near
He was a member of the Finn further information call 753-1207 Mrs. Eugene Fair of Murray end a
Corbin where lodge rooms and
Baptist Church.
before Wednesday.
brnther. W. H. (Bun, Wilson of
ognoleney cottage openings still
Puryear, Tenn.: two grandchildren,,
Mrs William James and Bobby Ontot.
Other good Prospects for lodge
Dale Tdllstead. both of Detroit,
Mich: and six great vrandchildren. MOM are at the tonowing parka*
There are also several nieces And Inelnicen Lake near Buckhorn:
neollake new Harden. Penny:rile
nephews.
Friends may call at the J. Fi Forget near Damon Spongs. and
Rough River Dam near Fans of
Churchill Funeral Home.
Rough
Beatles Cumbereind Falls, other
efficiency cottages are evailebie
at Kenleke and Omani/ Sutler
State Part near CarroMaK.
The report stated thst encornA ladies day luncheon will be
landitiono st all Illtneo—poote are
held at the Oaks Country Club on
innibblo during 1Posteniber.
Wednesday. Augt. 2.
lhore lidlinlliStion and reCo-Chairmen of the luncheon,
Central Rewhich will start, at noon are Maxine singdons, *intact the
Scott. phone 7534329 and Carol Ann ageratione-Intomadon Office in
Warren. phone 7534603. Those wish- Frankton. telephone 15021 2232C -Tara-free aMa may be grade
ing to attend are asked to get In
from the following metropolitan
touch with one of these ladies.
areas: Lcuin-,11e. (hal 543-9796;
WILL NOT MEET
imingloo, did 252-4913. (bugdial 261-2643.
The
Murney-Cialenway County
SEVEN CITATIONS
Builders Annelation will not hold
°Radials given by the Murray
Its general memberehin meeting
Steve Caraway, Barry /dolts, Porter lieCtoblosi, 11111161 Muron Mondny, Manse 7 The sumSc. Department include public
phy, Danny ()shorn, Randy Oliver, Johnny Ragbora, Manager Ken
mer meetings will net be held and dettabillihms, four, no city sticker,
Adana.
tte. next scheduled meeting will be lipin'tind going the wrong way on
held on Tuesday, September 5.
a one way street. one

•

Radiation Leaking
TV Sets Checked

Funeral Services
For Mrs. Burdeshaw
To Be On Tuesday
_

Funeral Services
For Mrs. Blakely
Held On Sunday

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Boggess

J. Eslie Johnson
Dies This Morning

-

Mrs. Milstead Dies
Sunday At Westview

Oaks Ladies Day
Luncheon Wednesday

Accommodations Are
Still Available At
State Resort Parks

alle

•

7
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MURRAY,

Rod Carew Gets Four Hits As
wins op the boston Keti OX

& TIMES
THE LEDGER
LGEB & foos
hr

1111111.1111131110 COMPANY. Inc..
PUBLISHED
Consolidation of the Murray Lodger, the Csneeqty Times, and The
Times-lieraid, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
I, 11/42.

•

jAmmi C WILLIAMS, PUBLISEIER
inn

The Almanac

We reserve the not to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Uttar,
or Public Voice ibmas wince, in our opn,are not for the bea interest of our readers.

vow+

Houston Beats
Mets;Cardinals
Continue Lead

Press learsalenal
by
NATIONAL IMIIIIIMIIIITATIYEls WA' T..4er wax= CO-, in9
Today is Monday. July 31, the
Madison Ave.. Minsephis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y.;
21110 My or 1961 with I63 to fol.'
Stepbenson Bag.. Ifsbnik, Stich.
•
Kentucky,
for hibithiblibmitrfi Ob
Sawed at die Post °Mee. kfurrAY.
The moon hi batmen its bat
Second Claes • Matter.
quarter tend new fibres.
$1.10. Inina.lismag and adicaung mantles. per year, $4.50; ene•nem nerio
The morning Mora are Sawn
-SUBEICRIPIlux mirmin- KIT:11111111P11121111frarlier we& 5c. Per dingh and Mercury.
By SAM GOLDAPER
The evening stars are Mats and
"The Outstanding Oslo Anne et a Comassaity is Me
UPI Sports Writer
Venus.
The 'little toy cannon" was more
Boni on this day th 1003was
Jam gricason, the Swedish de- mtplosive Sunday than the ScoreMONDAY - JULY 31, 1967
saner of the woad -Monitor" of board and all of na gimmickry at
the Boke Astroodome
net: leer fame
The bad Pops width echoed throOn UM day tn binary:
thili the stadium came off the
In 1102, the director of UM
beining bat of Jimmy Wynn, the
amt. Laved Rittenhouse,
WOW mite who leads the Nationas I. strati l'ILIbem Lb/MAN•I Mb AL
ABOARD THE US8 FORRESTAL - Capt. John K. Beluag, cornerstone of • bulking in Phil- al League in homers and the maadelphia for the mint
.
The jor leagues in runs batted In. The
Skipper of the super carrier Forestal, *tut by expiosions and
first structure of the U.S. govern- nano nese have tabbed him the
ftre which came close to alnktr.g it, calling the disaster an
ment
"Itttiti 111, alillboo.- bemuse of WI
accident of war
In 1040. Adolf Hiner Maned the 11111 pesall bod
tape-messure
"It is my person,. strong conviction that no human error
practduig a Christian Science ol &teat
whatsoever was involved
Germany
bieseill for Homan MeMare
ikermik after camplabanig
In Ian the French Committee
SAIGON - LL Chadwick Floyd of Washington, D.C., one of liberation appointed Gen. Char
WNW SIN* Wynn Mt his Seth
of 1,000 Marines ambushed by North VieUiamese on the bord- lea de Oatile chant:Ian of the and IMO IWO= sad derive in dx
rune 10 apart. Um Mato to • 0-1
er, describing human assault waves the enemy used to attack Committee of Nenthren Defense.
In 1953. Senate majority leader MOM.firlatg Oese KM Kew York
his position:
Mai
Is alio& Mania, s!reas
"Instead of running they kind of floated. We'd get 'em and Raton That ot Olio clad in New
to six 11110111. a the opener. Houston
Tat One.
they at kept coming. They had to be doped up."
edged OP lesia 6-5
A *sight to: the day - AustOthis Tee Atlanta
MILWAUKEE - Detective Inspector Kenneth Mamie of ria,n writer Baroness Bertha von
Eintelmar
Elsewhere
once
seed:
in the National Leng
"Alter
tbe
verb
the Milwaukee Police Department describing the rioting that
'to law, 'to hens' is the most ue, league-leading St. Louts defeatbroke out here Sunday night:
ed Atlanta 7-5; Chicane scat a
beastigul reit In the world."
"We've got several officers shot and several looters shot."
doubleheader with Cinisnerati, win-

Lawny id us immiemps-

Quotes From The News

then nightcap win. snapieng Washington'e victory skein at five. Pone.j
Casanova's grand slam homer and
1 Frank Howard's 28th circuit paced
the Senators' opening game ronip.

Rookie Dave May, recalled from
Rodman on Friday, hit his initial
By JOB MUMMA
task easy in the opener and Fay niable'lisgue homer with a man aUPI Sports Writer
White and Bill Robinson each drove. board as the Orioles pulled out of
Rod Carew, a grade A second in a pour of runs to back Barber's their laibian with a second-game
hitcDoweII stymied
man in 1986, haa become the pick five-bit pitching in the finale. . victory. Sam
of the American League rookie crop i
theta in the first game on a seventwo-run l3 rdt Mtte
ecetri 4
Bill Skowrone
irlo
tar.e litie
six
at the age of 21.
tr,
t striking
and jnn Fregnsi
two-run
The slim care. whose dash and single
Araerima Use*
hitting ability has been a prime , triple sparked a .nine-run seventh Puller end Mat Alvis drove in Leo
W. L. Pd. Os
"
1 thr in the Minnesota Twins. Pea- i inning that Riled the Angels to rims apiece for the Indians.
57
. 42 211
Chicago
nant contention this year. has A1- 1
55 44 Ma 3
Boston
ready gained one important laurel
53 45
Detroit
JIM 3%
33 400
fresimassa campaign.-namely

Caluomui
55 49
selected
therookie
starting
Ailed 53 AID ;Ili t
cbeing
ed.
ar team,
the to
only
so lionWashington
AsoSi
Cleveland
46 55
455 12
Now the obaare initialer, who
Baltimore
45 54 .455 12
rose trent the Chas • Quodna
44 56 .444 13
New York
43 39 .432 IA% League to major Magus stardom in
Kansas City
the man at One year. appears 1n
Sunday's aerate
intenton pebbling AL Rookie title.
New York 7 Kans. City 2, lat
Carew, a native of Panama maw
New York 5 Kans. City 2, 2nd
living in Brooklyn, didn't hurt his
Wallington 11 California 1. lat
chances one bit Sunday when be
Calatorma 10 Washington 2. kid
rapped out four consecutive hit/,
Minnesota 7 Boston 5
including a solo homer, in pacing
Cle),.land 8 Baltimore 3, 1st
the Twins to a 1.5 victory over tisi
Baltimore 4 Cleveland 2, 2nd
Boston Red Sox, moving the Vain
Chicago 4 Detroit 1, 1st
to within four games of the front-Detroit 7 Chicago 1, 2nd
running Chicago White Sox.
Today's Probable Pitchers
Kansas City. Lindblad 5-5 at
Cadge: Pad Lead
New York Talbot 5-4
Minnesota. 13oewell 8-7 at Boston,
The White Sox increased thin
Stange 6-6
lead over Boston to two games by
Chicago. Kiser. 0-1 at Cleveland. splitting • doubleheader with DeTient 7_6.
trat. winning the opener 4-1 and
(only games -scheduled)
losing the nightcap 7-1. New York
A CHANGE us titular leaders:op of the Arab world is believed
swept a pan from Inatome City 7-5
Tuesday** Games
by some observers to be in the making, with Algeria•
and 5-2, Washington whipped Cali- .••••• President guari Boumedienne (left) In the process of
California at New •York, night
Minnesota at Washington. molt
fornia 11-1 before booing the second
superceding President Garnal Abdel Nasser (right) of the
City
game 10-2 and Baltimore earned a
United Arab Republic Due clobbering thee got from IsnieL
Detroit/
iCjitns
Wt a Baltimore,
spilt
by beating Cleveland 4-2 after
stBitnighttw"algill
Chicago at Cleveland. night
the Indians had captured the opener 8-3.
National League
ning lije opener 7-5 and is
the
League& Louispar
marrin
National
W. L. Pet, GB
w
d
3 Its
games
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GUERNEVILLE, Calif. - Former {Tice President Richard
Nixon speaking to 1,500 professional men and corporation
executive at a camp retreat:
"This-Linned 13tates seeks- peace as an end in Heed, senile •
with the U.S.S.R. the nerd for peace is merely a median step
her total unaltered objective of spreading communism a. ernes the world'
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Mr. and Mrs. Bathe J. Strider of Hazel announce the birth
and littering the pima areas
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TIMES - MURRAY, ICENTDDRY

LEDGER

Federal State Market News Service,
hey 31, 1967 Kentucky PurchaseArea Hog Market Report, Includes
7 Buying Stations. Reoeptis 650
Head, Barrows and Celts Steady;
Sows, SteadY,
US 1-2 - 190.219 lbs. 521 75-22 DO;
US 1-3 - 190-230 lbs. 52125-21.50;
US 813 - 236-270 Its. 529.6020.50;
SOWS:
US 1-2 - 250-350 lbs. II17.00:18.00:
to Alice Burnette, BOX 06. Howl.
US 1-3 - 360450 lbs. $16.00-17.00;
Ky., Phone 013-11757,
A-2-C
US 2-3 - 430-600 lbs. 515.00-16.00.

CLASSIFIED ADS GET 11E90119

er and refrigerator, ocippettone.
REGISTERED
miniature
Self defrosting, 2 tkr, seightly AKCI
HELP WANTED
used. Gall 763-6509 aster 5:00 French Poodle puppies Call 7535690
or
763-7400.
A-5-C
WANTED!!! Male Guitar player
CUTTERS - We have another load pm.
•
•
J-31-C
_
of Cutters In. 4-foot heavy duty
REGISTERED Black Angus bull, between the ages of 15-18 yrs. old. LOST: Blue picture folder. Contains
1957
CHEVROLET, I door, "327"
gear box. Stump Jumper with tall
Elleenmere 14 months old. Call Must be able to play popular muide. drivers license, Social Security card.
wheel. $2136.00; 5.-4325.00. Also pull engine, Hurst shift, wbate pleated ZdVitiati: ITU 4.98-0753.
'Maio ea orrarturgty
leoliturat .111ite OressEhte Shield card aind
type. Vinaati T`rictor
7534891. seats, gauges WEI - NEE elthui.
I players only. Call 763-1491 after pictures.
Call 4E-3613 or 753-3151
Aug. 28-NC Call Hubby Taylor, 768-6142 J-31-C A 1968 LINCOLN Capri body-or , 5 P.M. For audition.
between 8 a. in. and 5 p. m. A-2-C
will buy a "430" '58 Lincoln motor.
TWO, THREE-BEDROOM BRICK SMARTLY STYLED, 1 story Col- Call after 5 p. m. 753-2460. A-7-NC ATTENTION LADIES - Christen& Mime - Our big earning nine.
homes. All modern conveniences onial brick veneer hone. This new
'65 LAYTON Gamper trailer, 14 ft.
Elevated openings for women who
Locatexi on ku-ge iota in nice ac- 3 bedroom home oaneists of an en•
753-6010.
0011
A-2-C
Wel/1 to darn. Make a merrier
tion of town. Low-oost, PHA ap- trance foyer. latichen-tamily MOM
CROSSWORD
Christmas for yourself and family.
proved loans. Johnson Bros. Con- combination, fluirost Mining room,
very
ageolota
kvang
room,
and
2
NOTICE
Write Awm, c o Mrs. Evelyn L.
etruotaon Company. 763-4E67. A
ACROSS
I100 MOOG
trterees
Brown, Avon Mgr. that, 440, Shady
oun acme'
new home is your beet investment baths. Also included Is central
I-Defines article
bent used air-oandltioning. Abund"al
wens
alEr.:i.3, •
TPC
SINGER SEWING Machine Shop, Grove Road, Marion, Ky, ODE
4-ewiect
7-Psitwel agency
r4G1171.
ant okset apace,
carport arid reladr,
A-1-C
Olvt)
rental. ewes and /envies,
O-Sfeeet
01;109
00.7.
P.Ortfl
11-061 musical
12-le ill
FIVE ROOM HOUSE with bath outline, storage. Only
13th and Mal. Mime 763-6303.
13St3iEJ GRILI 09I171
instrument
13-Pro(rastination
on three acre wooded lot. Good JUST COMPLIFIED, a very a,p- Open tugbis using 8 pm., Monday
rx
PLIU
9 Prellx: in,..
BC9rd
Offered
Services
14-Female rutt
10 Roman bronzy
UOW 000 MLIUMED
loation. Priced reasonable. Phone pegnInn 3 bedroom break with 2 through Pitcher
Tirc
15-Slumberin4
1 1 -Fonehe
UMW
we
ommo
baths,
feittely
MOM
oinks!
heat
753-4616.
A-5-C
16-Slender lintel
17-Painter
mon mawmm
sued ax-ocesditioning, patto and a JAMITS P. MILLER, evangelist from ROOFS REPA1R32D or replaced.
111-Candte
19-Brazilian
COMBOV
OLTIMRM
20-A state (abbr.)
estuary
/Pa:AGRI/6 - Rea Skin, Bell of 2 oar garage. Additional fentureAtis Tampa, Florida, will speak at the bunnup - shingle - gravel. Low
CON r-SOMMI 9110
22 Leaks through
21 Babylonian deny 23
imates. Tri-State
dUla 637.101M1I
Georgia, Elberta, Golden Sweet a fonnel dining mom. thbuated on West Murray Church of Christ on met - Free
-Cognizant of
22•thedu garment
Wednesday, August 2, at 7.30 p. in. Roofing Co. Dell 753-6809
24-NoSe of mete
TFC
WiLani Boyd, Li-tat Basket a nage corner kit.
25-Guido'; MO
26-Captivet.4
39-Teutonic deity
The poblie is cordtslly Invited to
50-Cravat
Farm, 3 males out cif Jaayeteld AN
note
at-MACULATE 3 bedroom
3111-Conpinction
40 5erts. canton
31 Still
CAMERAS and photographic eQuiP29-Part of flower
27 Attrtude
41 RIV91 in Italy
on Berkusburg Raid. Phone 241- brick with a large living room and attend.
52 Pigeon pea
30Pkanan official
ment repaired Free estimate. 'Jo31 female nese
44 /Yahoo. sheep
4822.
A-1-C kitchen and family area, 1% tarns, DISCOUNT PRICE for toothbrushes
32-Music: as
54 female deer
46-Strike out
32-51ramod
drell's National Camera ServiShope
written
48-Heraldic
55-Sefore
for Vietnam. Buy from United Pen 1606 So, 0th St., Paducah, Kentucay.
34416100111.1
33-Pedel digit
1948 FORD % eon pickup $90. air oondlilloniX1 and within easy
der Ke
56-A state (abbr.)
dein
tecosial Church, New Concord. ne Phone 443-3883.
waksxigdialante
of
MIMI
campus.
35trermity
of
49
Augne-C
Carpenter's
59-Prefix:
Girls 214" bicycle $10. Portable
35-kesk law
corundum
tool
ITC
tinte
No dawn pleineen In a quabiled dined price. Call 436-5634,
apartment size cleaner $1530. Oall
tenacity MS
boarding.
HORSES
training
and
37-Grrik letter
763-6506.
A-1-P ton:ten
1
‘
'..„'.C
.4 7.3 6 7 -11
38 Untimely
..: 9 10
ELECTROLUX SALES & Service, Equitation Stud service. Also idWE HAVE PHA loans available and Box 213, Murray,
41 Crony (canoe()
O.
'63 OLDS N, 4-door, air-aonditionKy.. C. M. Sand- ea, Lighted riding ring. Blackwell]
12
13
VA loans with no down payment to ers. Phone
42 *Mere
.r.rte 4
382-3176, Lynnville, Ky. Farrns, Murree, Route One. Teleer, all power. Otall Jimmy Boone at
43
Period of time
all eligible veterans.
15
10
7
Sept.-2-0 phone 763-41977.
A-1-C
18
763-2652.
A-8-C
44-Editils fish
Tucker Realty &
502
45 Road (abbr.)
Avenel=
Maple Street, Murray, Ky 753MILLION6 of rugs have been
47-Sacred image
For Sale Or Rent
FOR
RENT
4342 Donaid R. Tucker - lkibby
49 Remained
cleaned
i'. -Yin 24''
vAtti Blue Lustre. Its
.. 25
20 ,W27 II 29
Grogan
A -1-C
53
gartered
Americana finest_ Rent electric
31
57-Veneikee•
33
now.
j..
.R.0:32
•
FOR GALE OR RENT - Itove 3 BEDROOM mosnAr
shampooer tl lidgbei
-Partit Store.
511-Tag
becirocen house located 1006 Ohre Married couples only. Call 763eryr
34
A-2-C 1 /LAIR DMICHTTND puppy, AKC
60 Kens metal
gA37
(.;:::: 36
TF-C
Regiatered.
fl 763-4736 after 5 Street Call 741-7162 for innarma- , 7753
61 Damp
;',,,•':ei
311
AO
,tr:.•: 41
FRIGIDARE DiELUX comb. frees• A-1-C
62.0m4 from
LiOrl Or 42P011ailikelat.
coesMeration
THE EMBASSY Large two-bed61 Lamprey
men apartments carpeted, indiDOWN
vidual heat and air-oonditioning.
...
Pundlened or unfurnished, 106 So.
Ithiniese
A-1-C
13th St Phone 753-7614,
Ples5s
2-Proneani
04
:
2,.d
3-C1oltr measure
ei
FIVE ROOM HOUSE with up'
I.
.% -63
New mystery-thriller by DOLORES HITCHENS
4-Mental image
stonxge and imminent Call
etaws,
Prom the novel publ trilled by Slrriun 3 anstsetan Inc. Corrytislit 0
Distr. by
Faun,. s.noilnatAL lso
J-31-C
1566 by Dolores, Kitchens Dim..Kilted by Xing Features isrnalcate,
763-60911.
FOR

Ma.
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GALLOWAY MEN ... WELLS NIX ...
(Continued From Page One)
(Continued From Page One)
Guardsmen remain on an alert erv.1 Home is in CILA-41e of arbasis today atter Gov, Bud'ord El- rangernente.
Nix is surytved by hie
lington Sunday withdrew 4,000
troops sent here for possible rac- Neva (Hopelnal) NIX; a
Mrs. John (FteX32) Call of
ial trbuble.
ton; three sons, James
Ehiragton and State Adj. Gen. Rupert Wells and Don Di
Warren Akin announced Sunday al of Mulvey; a sister, She.
that the troops were withdrawn Hart of Mtirray; three brothers,
num Memphis where they had Jeff of Tulsa, Okla, Barger of
been enciatepad Epee last Friday. Cleveland. Ohio, and John Leaman
Men:gibe repothed no incidents
Of Mt/MY; and six grandchildren.
Friday and Ellatun;hy raglits afMrs. Call, Tames Idarclunan and
ter three previous rusnor-flhed Rupert Wells are children of
iik and his =at Atte, Mns. Reba
Akin seiti. "the troops will re- Ciariancingto Nix. She preceded
nnin on an alert. Wats which etli rum in death 47 years ago, Two
allow quick mobilleation shcadd inner otaldren by thin marnage
an emergency alltillien arise in who Mao preceded him in death
nterriplus or Sillowhere in the are Mrs. Bonnie Fay Bentley, who
state."
Med In 1963, and Mrs. Jessie Owen
In a statement issued in Nash- who died in 1962.
ville, Elkortnn said:
HS was a retired Cehlowen
"We are very thankful that TenCounty termer and land wrved as
neeseeans of all races have again
new,etra Le for the Lintel 0013X3X111illustrated that minium, sound
uty lor eight years.
judgment and a genuine acncern
Elders and neacone of the Green
for their commurnty and their
Plain oongregation along with J.
fellow u.=k116 can serve as deterT. Taylor and Fred. Enoch, past
rents (.2) chaos strife "
elders, well serve as active and
The governor added, "we Anhonorary pallbearers. Mr. Mx had
omiey hope that this mutual conbeen an alder of the church for
cern will continue to prevail."
30 yinins,
Ellington placed the Guard on
alert Thursday after conferring 6, Murray; Mrs. Venda Jean Rus%nth Marighis Manor Wiliam B. set', Route 6. Murray; bins. Donn
Ingmar) and Fire and Police Com- Russel, Route 5, Murray. Mr.'Monuaner Claude A.miour. -Rum- rning Angentiough III, Route 3, Keors had swept the city for several val; Mr. Guy Turner, 313 N. 8,
weeks prior to Ellington's action. Murray; lam. Minnie Rase, Route
The NAACP Prickly cancelled a 2, KirkireY•
planned march on the caty's govDismissals
ernment complex and tensions apMrs. Norma 0001ins nri boy, Rt.
Ellington conferred with Armour
Sunday before withdrawing the
troops.

% 5te

Hospital Report
Theme - Adults
81
Camels - Nursery
7
Adimiesions, July 28, 1987
Mrs. Norma
DarneE. Route
Akan: Mr George L Limene,
Route I, HerdiUn Mr. DMus Knight
732 Noah Drive, Murray; Mr. May
Jourdan Route 1. Lynn Grove;
Mrs Mane Burinewi and boy, Rt
1. Dexter, Mr. Jack Wynn. ParkLane Drive, Murray; Mrs. PRAM May
Wynn, Partlane Drive, May;
Mr& Blarbara Anderson, Route
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'the Mon Who Cried
All The Wily Homo
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sheriffs cars lined the other go back to the office and really
CHAPTER 17
IN THE SHERIFFS cruiser, side "If its suicide, our experts go through everything there.
with Lieutenant Martin at the will tell us Right now I want And that's when she found
wheel, linen Chuck rode slowly you to show Inc where you thorn!"
"Fine Dome, ru have • cup
i'leed and where you walked
past the corner where Use new
nomes stood among the pima, arldie you examined the car. We of that cease while we wait for
now darkening With the ap- won't be going Inside-they're Mrs Baxter."
• • •
working in there."
proach of twilight
Uncle Chuck bobbled around. SEATED in the living room
"I didn't see any glint of
some fifteen minutes later,
color "lifirttrf sant braking the showlne Martin the dim prints
of hia tires and where he had Sharon Baxter. to Uncle Chuck's
iar peat the turn
the
plainer
walked.
arid
in
eyes,
seemed to have aged by
Almost
"Sun's going down
gone
Uncle Chuck said wear- prints Martin stuck twigs up- year, since their encounter that
ily 'Sun was nigh when I first right as a way of marking morning Her face had a boneneYed, parched look, the lips uncaught that reddish gleam Sec- thenL
When Ude gowned pretty well touched by onor and drooping
ond time, around three-thirty or
so, 1 almost didn't see it. A.I1 taken ease of, Martin started at the corners. She sat at the
depends on the Licht angle Let back to the street Following as end or the couch, propped lix
the car stay where it is and closely as partible, UncInClauck her right elbow, a big cardboard
drive peat here around noon to- asked, "Have you examined the folder of the expandable type.
ear!"
tied with gray tape, lying on
morrow, and you'll see"
"Not thoroughly, no."
her lap.
"No. I'm going to take your
tell
for
any
way
to
"Is there
She had begun by apologising
word for it" Martin sounded
as tired as Uncle Chuck felt certain whether she or Sargent profusely for intruding ow
Doris's •grief and then crying
and thanks. -lied first 7"
"It's iogical
Martin threw him • wise, for a few momenta while Dona
ykei did save us some time findwarning look. "If there is. our assured her that the intrusion
ing her"
was not at all out of line.
"You knew venom you were medical exiuniner will do it
"Couldn't you give me this
"If I'd had my wits about
looking for 7"Yea." Martin said shortly, much of a break -call me when me this morning. I would have
whether bur found thaw papers when you
maneuvering the car '.0 turn it you've decided
were at the office," alie said
around There were a- let More death is suicide or murder'!"
Walking ahead, facing the finally, looking at Uncle Chuck.
cars now in the street below
lite empty house. A little while sunset. Martin appeared to "and then it wouldn't have been
rig° an ambulance I ad pulled think it over. Uncle Chuck made necessary for me to come up
lit. the other cars being moved a private bet, thinking to him- here now. I mold have handed
self, be's going to my no. But them over right there"
to allow Its bassage
"Could you tell rne who put then Martin nodded shortly. -If
*The police wouldn't have
you on the track of Miss and when I decide to give the liked It, Uncle Chuck reminded
Knowles"Information to the papers-- her.
guess they're going to
Martin looked straight ahead make it pubilc-ra ea/1 you have to be told now Just where
thriugh the windahleki. "I can't first."
and how you recovered them'
r.ilve you the name of the inShe reacted with • gesture of
7Thanka a lot.."
formant. no It wasn't anyone
might have quite a nervous worry, almost dropping
"You
involved in the cane, directly, wait,"
the big folder, and he added,
that is; it, someone who works
first let's see what you
will," "But
"Yes.
I
expect
that
I
Chenoweth
in a cafe Where
have. Then we can decide what
Uncle
Chuck
agreed.
.
Knowles
wird to take Miss
to do."
Martin drove him back down
nappened to know he wag marShe leaned forward, holding
road
to
Dorta's
house
and
the
know
her
to
happened
ried and
out the big folder Uncle Chuck
driveway.
He
let
turn
out
in
the
father "
propped it across his knees and
"Came forward with t h e then backed up the slope with studied It curiously.
information pretty quAik, •uckl buret of acceleration that
He untied the string and as
• Use this spun, turned with a
timmrn
he removed each drxiament, he
'Heard about Chenowedt's snap Of the wheels. lie &weal studied it briefly and then put
nurder on the radio phoned in Wee me muck, Uncle Chuck it on a small table where Dome
The
right away :Omit the girl Said thought I'm a meddler.
could reach It As soon as she
been thinking of writing feet that I'm Dorrie s lawyer
had glanced at the first two
an anonymous letter to the makes Me ii more ofinortoise papers Doris said. "These are
be
than
I'd
of
Meddles
kind
work
IA
to
Used
zirl's father
our insurance policies"
one of his drive-ins, all a matter otherwise. Too trod, Liteittertang.
Uncle Chuck nodded "This
He
went
into
the
house.
Doris
of tart."
must be the mortgege ineuranee
Untie Chuck started to say, was in the kitchen, lust bangyou mentioned, that on Sar•
And tetth Airs Criff calling vow ing up the wall phone. The
gent's death the house would be
about the epartment on fitar- signs of shock and exhaustion
paid for in full"
,reen Drive you had the whole were overlaid now with a mel-Ten. that's It.'
story, and then changed his ded look. She plugged the per"Here's your narriage lIcerne
mind and said instead, "What colator eord into a socket, then
about Katrina Knowles. her be- turned to Uncle Chuck. -That Or a copy."
of
the
end
at
was Sharon Baxter. She's on
ing dead here
He had unfolded the hem.)
her way to the house now. She sheet, embossed with the gold
Chenoweth's block?"
"'You're Mrs Chenoweth's at- called from the village. She seal of the county, the bottom
torney," Martin pointed out, says she's found some things of the page thick with various
-and you know I can't discuss of Sarge's In the filing cabinets signatures. Doris was snaking
there at the office, things that her head wearily. "I hall no
this ease with you."
"Oh, I Was plat wondering if didn't belong ... Uncle Chuck idea Serge had that I supyou'd derided for sure It was I think she must have freak] posed It was stuck away with
suicide, Remember, I saw her. the rapers that are missing some of my old papers,"
Frew the gun lying in her hand, from his lockbox here at the
"Doris* wild eyes seemed
and it didn't look Rs If there'd house!"
"That would be Interesting." filled with a mixture of fury
been any fight or struggle."
-She says she went home and and dread. . . ." The story
Martin pilled to a stop across
the street from the unpaved tried to rest, and then It oc- continues RA it reaches a clifive
police
and
curred to her that she ahould max here toniorrow.
driveway, since
From the novel eublistod by Simon & Schuster. ins' ormy rirht 0 1964 by Dolores Hitcher.
Deal bated by Xing Features gynciesela

HOUSE POE RENT 4013 S. 8th
ElLreet. Newly denigrated. Cal Bells
A-1-C
Grecery, 763-2362
33311DROO5( air-conditioned house.
trailer, 3 mile. from Murray on
(Veen Plains Road. Not in trailer
A-2-C I
court. Call 753-3561,
I
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THE SWAMI JUST TOLD
ME I'D BE A FAMOUS
MOVIE STAR WHEN I
GROW UP

DO YOU THINK
HE REALLY
MEANT IT?

HE ASKED
FOR MY
AUTOGRAPH

GUESS
50
de

FORTUNE
TELLER
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WELL, YES,I. CAN USE A GOOD
nDll NG ASSISTANT WHO ISN'T
AFRAID OF GETTING
HIS HANDS SOILED,

HANK, THE MYSTERIOUS
STRANGER.,HAS JUST
SHAVED AND CHANGED

THE SALARY WON'T
MAKE You RICH,
YOUNG MAN

HIS CLOTWES •
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1, Benton, Mrs. Geneve, Farris,
Route 5, Murray; Mrs. Juluzata
June Eireltb, 501 13. 6, Muney; Mr.
Glenn D. Smith, ()Rine 1, Lynn
Grove; Mr. Marisa Smith, Route
2, EIrksey; Mrs. Jeanette Chigoe
Aber(NV Mute 9, Mirray; Mrs,
Vnginla Mdberal. LTanvillel Mr.
Antes B. Paint, 405 13 U, Murnip; JEft. NaraE Garland, Route
3, Murray; Illeeter Steven Fbobert
Inanitain 906 Meadowlane, Murray; Mr. Bobbie Barnett, Route
2, Murray; Mr. John W. Pendergrass, Beale Hotel, Idurney; Mrs.
Gonzude Bennett., Route 2, Murray; Mr. John Bolter, °flute 2,
Hicko(y, Mrs. Virginia Burton, Box
116, Puryenr, Tenn.; Mrs. MM4M
Br011iCh, (expired), Route
1, blurray.
'•
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September Wedding Planned

a

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . .

r
ovi
tir.r4
Melissa Sexton Is
Honored At Bridal
Lunclieon_On_Eriday.

Bridal _Coffee Held
At Lassiter Home

Social
Caleirdar-

Another i the aria Of events
keimoctild Mks What Sexton,
Torday, Astra 1
bride-siert at CgMgt linecoe. was
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
the luncheon hight ?a,July 311,
of the HALM:ow for Girls win meet
at gaidewalliffig shirk in the efat the MS.Sotale Han at seven p.m.
the
She Rad Roam of
tertiden
•••
HAAT Inn.
The WarcanS Society of ChristMIL Robert Egolland. Mrs Wells
ian Service of the Pint Methodist
Pardon. Sr . MM. Wilisim GraChurcn will meet, at the social bell
ham. Mrs Ed West and Mrs C.
at ten a.m. lath the exanitint
us hosC Lowey were Ihe
board mecum; at 9.15 am. A
tames for the lardy
sack kinds will faille, the meetevent
The honoree
tng.
a yellow linen
bock and
,
• ••
her inistedert SKLIKMM_Tint
-ititatten
wins. Her mother, '
Meeciling
Barn Ogarmi Barton. wore a navy iftwisna Society of Chadian flerblue draw wide a hostesaes' gift vice MIR meet at the abiada at
seven islet
=lege t*Re daisies
•••
Mei AIME was presented with
Walosiday. Awed
a wedding glft,at Rana tram the
Deptid
Corner
hosteeme
Cherry
The
The e-SheINir tate was adorn- Clench Women's Missionary Satcf (*ss- iety will meet at the church at
sd with nece
mismallesa. MM. ena,pdrag- sever pin
• ••
ans. and lhars at -Delersi in the

Miss Andres Lassiter, August
hide-don of Ben Hoganciump, was
complimented with a lovely ‘ociffee
on Wednesday, July 19, at tenthirty o'clock in the morning.
The gracious Ixstesses for tin
prenuptial airasion were Mrs James
Lassiter and Mrs. John Querterpcial event was held et
mom 1
the baNdffell hems of Mrs. Lassiter
on Wilt Sealicessd.
homes chase to wear for
the maidan a blue turquoise jersey
knit two pieta dress and her hos:was of white
ewes' figt car.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My wife's mother
raised her with the following advice
about housework: "The ism you
know, the lees you will have to do."
When our kids were young, I was
the one who bathed them and put
them to bed every night. When they
wanted a drink of water in the middle of the night, they never called
for "mama." It MIS always "daddy.'
We've been married 41 years, and
when I retired 4 years ago, my wife
announced that she was retiring.
too "Retiring from what,
" I asked
her I soon found out.
I have to get the breakfast for
both of us. make the beds, run Eh!
errands. and do all the shopping
and driving I do most of the housework, mix the drinks, and give her
service de note My question. Dear
Abby - Should I trade my old lady
In on a newer model? Or should I
head for the orient and take•ciaoer look at the geisha girls?
OLD ED

lihra
nt*Il
Lynn Isailaer. mother of
the benaree, wore • pink knit two
poise diem and Mrs, Thomas
Ilagancamp. inother-in-law to be. of
the honoree. has attired in a two
piece eossathb of a roan skirt with
a green end
Is 41elppid knit
overblouse. Their comeges of white
carnations were gifts of She hostesses:
The bride-to-be was presented
with a hostesses' wedding gift of a
Thanday. Anima 2
The Rrithey Baptist Church silver serving tray
Refreshments were served from
Woman's Illinsonary Society win
meet at the hone of Mrs Jansen the beautifully appointed table
covered with a white cloth and cenC Peechal at 7 30 pm.
tered with a gorgeous arrangement
.•.
of gladioli and daisies Coffee, open
faced sandwiches. and cookies were
Dinner
served.
Of
At
Twenty-three persons were included in the hospitality.
.Mrs.

odors at yaw and state. Ivy
leas .he pieced down the center
at the aisle.
Pgra cords were matted tar
Merhswas Neal Seers. Laub SkisPackrati. Cleburne
miser
et
Adria Awls@ Wilda Charlie
Burkeen, A. A DoOceinglik
herty. An Rulann. W C Elkins.
Chia Ilighation. Jr. Philip Rapers.
Daite. Purdam Attend. Jahn
The beautiful home of Mr ard
James C
Hart.
Quertermoun
Vernon Stubbiehekl. Jr . the hon- Mre W H. Brooks on the College
oree, her motber. and the hosteser Farm Road was the rene of the
dinner held at az otiock in the
es.
evening an Friday. July 31. peter
• ••
to the rehearsal for the wedding
of their son. Ramp Wiggins'brooks
to Mho Margate Ann Morris
Miss Jean Wiggins, aunt of the
Westford From Page One)
roont-to-be. greeted the guests at
son of Paducah. second, Mania the deer after they had simembard
on the porch and carport
Luther at Murray. third
The guests were invited to the
One hundred and eight persons
okayed in the two dr tournament spocious den by the groom-to-te's
each
bendlued by Ilse sun- sister, Mrs Herrin Canna
The dinner was served buffet
rry lealidler and no ran caused
pompom:rot of any of the loar- style tram the dining room table
emeleld with a gold lam cloth and
ney. simian, to Alfred Lindsey.
eintand with a romeous arrangedirector of the tournament
▪
01 white snood-aeons stock.
The phieers were served lunch
and gladioli in a larie gold cherub
to the Oallormy Club on lastateo contaensr.
day and Sunda, The higteght of
Rath of the guests were seated
Saturdar emnecif um Ste wilt at tables in the den for the evendance
ing meal 1he7 were covered wtth
white cloths and centered with
white candles and red rows in bud
Vases.
The bridal couple prorated gifts
to then attendants.
Covers were laid for twenty-alt
persona.

Rehearsal
Home
Held

Brooks

LARRY MULLEN .

WH
BUGGING
YOU?
101140-1ZEI

10111171
Maranco wormed

2 ARRESTED ...
Rhailaued Tram Pape end
by Judge lillciOuiston to ripper before She September term at the
Circuit Course
In an aftclantt signed W Dr.
Hail Adams. vrho line nett dime
to Banal Super Masten Dr
Adam aid he was awoken by
lights in his window and he mid
he maw a black panel truck with
windows amed uP with white ta4w
and with a midi on top with three
boys in r
Dr Adornsaso no heard
banning nodes at the store
that Danny Hassell mine by
readied Errett Damen wtio
sight or rine country hams

loud
and
and
mre
and

DEFERMENTS. . .
.1 nom Page Cras)
4C
college student. Addlitentiff. You
must provide your land board
each year with orgelligiNg evidence that you are diallinoing to
pursue sattitactordy • full-tune
oourse at instruction at a allege,
unnerve!, or
1110111111111W Of
kerning and balm ~stied a
ProPartionat• anew et work.
QtlestIon. I hsee
Wee
years at college end earned OS
of the meta request for ree degree but my dam igesilIng is very
Can I be dedered for My
)04,
sector year?
Answer' You nwry be eoiandered
for a cheaticataan of 11-8 by
your kcal bard for the forth
year of undergraduate ouch Chas
stendur doss not hoe a relationsship to the dotlement so low as
you ere • full-Una and addictory student
Question I we be 24 years old
an August 30 On September 1$ I
will born my third year of undererediate study. Will I be given
a deferment to obtain my degree?
Answer Under the nom Sere-

DEAR ED: You may look at the
1 geisha girls if you wish, but that's
Miss Brenda Sue Jones
about as close as yea win get. They
Mr. and Mies Dan Jones, Ill North Ninth Street, Murray, an- aren't "doMestlesi" They're accomnuance the ellgagerrient and appfeachiier middage of their chugNter, plished. erighered mew women who
Wends Sue. to Romer Michael Chaliton, min al Mr and Mrs. Monier from early girlhood base,been trained to entertain graciously with song,
Charlton of Murray Route !bur.
dance, and conversation. Period.
The bride-moot is a 1907 graduate a Oallow&Y County High School And you aren't
allowed to take
and is presently employed at the liDUIS011441:031Piltt Chide. She also them home either. So you had better
rams to study at Murray Nate Uri/waft in dm rall
take a closer look at your "old lady."
Mr Charlton, a rate of Callonlily Candi High School, is a
• • •
senior majoring hi noillhematics aid chinellary all Many State Uni- 1
DEAR ABBY My father. because
verse/ He is presentiy employed by the Cooper Omeinanion Company
The wakkair Mil take place on Saturdey, September 2, at seven of his job, was transferred to another city and some friends gave
°tank in the evening at Rae Martins Cape1
Methodist church "tth me a nice going away party with
the recepaon to follow in the social hall of the church.
presente My father's transfer was
No invoottons as being aent, but all friends and relatives of the
suddenly canceled My question
ceupie are invited.
should I give the presents back or
not" M mother has already toid roe
Live Service Regulations your loshe thinks I should give them back
ow board may grant you a deferbut I want your opinion Please put
your answer in the paper because
ment for the nest school year,
If • letter came to the house my
provided you have trade satiffactmother mhthropen it and I wouldn't
ary progress and you are certisant to hurt her feelings. Thank
fied as being enrollad full that
You
Upon aslardactory completion of
PUZZLED TEEN
your thisd yaw ae adage your local board wit MAW your program
DEAR PTEZLED: The preleate
and will mike a detrediataan in
wore aslowded as "going-swar peelight at agesvant instructions 'oneawl sham you aren't pike
away, the gesture is happreprialle
time
Odenwald,in in order
new. I know ita embarrass/hog and
0/11111•4 I
El years at age
lisserwhat awkward, but return
and Maid aillienter school to nuke
then anyway. Your mother is not.
up dellildrise during my second
•• •

two

Waineolialkie TN were
of
1,4116 the arra
The shers attics amid the
son were matted later at the
OMR Stailon at Hazel by Hazel
liellageran StEy amth The men
from the Osacevay Sheriff's office,
slang with Dr Dot Adornm went
to Hazel where Dr Adonis identified the truck. owned by Byars,
according to the sheriff's tepee.
The men arid die Jerrold, reportectly mad they hal beam -*the Mayfield Pair and cease
Coldmtor shout midnight in 11,
trudi, winordIng to the affidantt
signed by Dr. Ihrl Adorns before
County Jude, HalMoOteston.

year of Wiese AO tall snl be
mor third year of college and I
oil be rankei a imphoireire Will
I be deferred far another &Limo!
year'
Answer Since you are apparently out of peareselon and have
not wale sarafactory prom-ear under the new ren-htions, your 10cal board is not required to grant
you a etudeet deferment However.
It will be to your best interest to
make a written request stating
the reasons why you are out of
progreesion and how you propose
to overcame this deficiency

EMACIATED Le Van Nguyen. 17. is shown after his
release from a Viet Cong
prison camp by U.S. paratroopers. He had been held
In the camp, 11 miles west of
Duc Pho, South Vietnam,
since February 1946. "Hove
happy I am to be alive," he
said after release.

*ONE HOUR SEK-IiICE*

CLEANING131

OFFER!

Offer good Tuesday and Wednesday, August 1st and 2nd

TROUSERS
vi

SKIRTS
Main
MIX or MATCH

ONE4101111
MARTINIZING

:
4*, via
•gat
r

I wonder how m3ny people make
the same mistake? It has been 3
years. and I am-STILL WONDERING
CONFIDENTIAL TO ditin Father": Yes can beat the living daylights out of your son for being diegalgostful" to his mother, but It
lava% help. Respect mast be earned.
And hie soother has to earn her

KIDNAP, MURDER—A federal
warrant is out for 26-yearold Richard Anderson
(above), accused of kidnaping a USAF sergeant and
leal.ing him handcuffed to a
tree. Anderson, of Buffalo,
N.Y., also is accused, by St.
Louis police, of killing his
girlfriend's parents July 15.

•

•
OPEN

FRIDAY

TILL 8 P.M.

Look for this label
when you buy

Wear
Red Wing
shoes
and feel fit!
Assortment
(illustrated /214)

•

ii

of Styles

Put'ern on. Step out and walk in 'ern. Enjoy a new kind of
fit and comfort that adds spring to your step. Red Wing
Shoos fit your work-fit you.8' Brown Chrome loather upper "Sweat-Proor flexible split leather insole. Neoprene
cushion amps slots and heeL Sixes 6-1E4 Widths AA-1101.

Family Shoe Store

•

Murray, Ky.
510 Main Street
Glenn C. Wooden - Owner

*

15th

*

ANNUAL

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

JAYCEE
rpOOTHEEL
RODEO
Jaycee Rodeo

•

•

•

Arena

Sikeston, Missouri

Starting August 10th
Thursday

7:00

Friday

8:00

Saturday

8:00
4:00

Sunday

•

•

STARRING

,
••

James West

distIffg,

4

19

and

DEAR ASSY : My husband and I
professed to be married in cri intJmate wedding 3 yeah ego, so eiz
were Our pinata are quite prominent and we have a large funny,
so after our wedeltna, they sent out
announcements, Several people complained that they had received an
'invitation' to our wedding after
It had occurred, so they couldn't
lave attended had they wanted to.
Apparently they didn't realize that
what they received was not an invitation, but an announcement,
which is not the same think (We
sent no invitations. se telephoned
the friends and relatives to invite
themr.

.„
*913IAHRS ILION IMO

SPECIAL
ONE HOUR,

'

-Can't Take Geisha
-Girls with You

Bob Conrad of TVS "WILD, WILD W'T'

Molly Bee

D IP
FRENCH ONION

•

...Rodeo Entertainer
Country and Western Singer.

FREE!!

SKR SOUR CREAM, CHOPPED °moos.
oisloot POW0111. VtGETABLE STAIN.
Luta, :Ali mososocaus
SATE. LACTIC ACtO, 1(10 of tu
SOPSIC ACID AS A
Pitt etatieTIVE

PICNIC THURSDAY 5:00 - Continuous Entertainment
until Rodea starts. World's Championship Cowboys and
Other Star Rodeo Performers.

.1P•pots t
%Mk eo mo/`

,9).4

Cowboys Competing for More Than
$5,500.00 in Cash Money!!
TICKETS . . . Write —
JAYCEE BOOTHEEL RODEO
P.O. Box 485 - Sikeston, Missouri

— Kart Side ie the Square —

Phone 01(1-4860
*ONE HOUR SERVICE*

-3r-
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•

•

